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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 43.

PHIS

SANTA FE, N. M., THURSDAY, JUNE 28. 1906.
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Harvard is Defeated By Old vice president, Walter G. Hopkins,
C. P. Downs and, H. H. Majors, of
zona that Is, if there Is no change
tions Indorsing Bryan were adopted. Senator Penrose is chairman of the Judge and Mrs. Pope Have
were seated at their desks in Los AnIn sentiment during the next
two Alamogordo, who had passed a most
Eli in Two Close
The state platform is as radical as committee on postofflces and post
Unique Trip From
or three months," he concluded, creditable examination, were admitted
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convention, and calls for many of the tlon is almost unprecedented and Is
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Governor Murphy promised that he torneys.
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locomoa
the
arrival
for
of
substitute
a
to
his letter asking ture,
reply
a little ahead of graph company, while the remainder
bows
New Mexico would be admitted to on account of failure to perfect ap yesterday
but rode into town In a buggy. Yale. showing just
tive,
Nearlng the mile mark Yale was occupied by Reed & Company
Chevenne7WyoJune 28.- -A high They are guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
statehood In 1907, If it gave a rousing peal, ana sentence of appellant to one
pense, be allowed to obtain lista of w)na thIs mornInlt blew over ft train
led at half a length. At the mile and The furniture was such as had been,
In
the
for
T
I
year
the
v
st
measure
H.
this
majority
Walker on Grant Avenue.
Joint
ft Vnm VaI1iHUn.
penitentiary, affirmed.
11U- uumc,H- - If.
a half Yale was leading by a few feet. bought of refugees, Mr. Hopkins havof eleven ears at Weir, a small station
.'fall, he believes to be without founiniosu nauy remsea 10 acceue to tne eautof thl cit
Soon after Harvard pulled to the ing taken note of it on the way Into
dation, but he does believe that both
Chicago, Ills., June 28. The hearing uiBKemiun,
iymB mai xne law does
New York. June 28. A severe wind front, but Yale regained the lead and the city from Los Angeles
Tne cars wer9 used as quarterg for
Territories will be admitted
of John R. Walsh, the Indicted bank uui
require ucu aciiun, ana tnat K .TanatiflBA lnhnrerq twontv nf whnm and rain storm blew down upon New won. Time xaie, 10:35; Harvard.
The first day, 3,000 business letters
on Pago Eight)
er, was again postponed today.
Is unwise to give publicity to the lists, were
W:1- Tory today.
Injured, seven seriously.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE

NEW MEXICAN
MAX. FROST, Editor.

LET THE FIGHT BE

C6MPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K, ;STAUFFER, Sec'yTreas.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Dally, six months, by mall
Dally, three month, by mall

i.Ot
2.00
2.00
1.00
75

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six month
Weekly,

per quarter

The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofflce In the Territor, and h as a large and growing circulation
among the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

AND

EVEN-HANDE-

SWIFT

JUS-

AN EXAMPLE TO BE FOLLOWED.
A Roosevelt County farmer has gone

TICE.
Eveuhunded and swift justice Is the Into tree culture in a very sensible
order of the day In many counties In manner. There Is every reason to be
New Mexico. The latest case In point lieve that his venture will prove
is the one of Venceslado Gallegos, success. His example should be
In the penitentiary under sen- - lowed not only all over Roosevelt
rence df forty years for murder In the County, but throughout the Territory
second degree. The crime for which generally. If lit is practicable In
Onllegos suffers was committed on the Roosevelt County where there Is less
Sth day of April last near Gallup, raln and more neat than there ls in
McKinley County. After a night of lne mountaln sections of New Mexico
debauch and drinking, the convict as- - It
snould pav more t1llm well
Hiuilted his comrade In carousing, split ln the
valleys of the Rocky Mountalns
huSVh,ead,,fl!!d .'nJu?d h'm. 80 bacJlyand of the larger streams. The
t
be died after twenty-fou- r
hour8.l,co Tr
et descrlbes . the sltuatlon ln
The victims name was Francisco ,,,
f1
tu
lino lmo
ayt.ij m
iuuuvvjllg
Torres. The murderer was arrested editorial:
bound over to the grand jury and In"R. Vernon, who owns a claim two
dicted. At the recent special term of
miles west of town, 'has set out 8,000
the court for McKinley County, a jury
trees and 5,000 catalpas on
was empaneled, a trial had and the in locust
twelve acres of ground. He expects
dieted man convicted of murder in the
to put 80 acres in trees with the Idea
second degree in one day and evening.
of their growing into post timber.
ex.o interpreters were necessary,
two posts to the tree in six
cept to translate the testimony of wit Figuring
nesses and of the accused. The ver years' growth, this twelve acres now
dict was brought In after short delib- planted will net at ten cents a ipost,
eration and It is believed that the jury $2,600. This opens a field for profitwas Induced to announce It murder able tree culture, inasmuch as the
in the second degree instead of the second growth, after the first cutting,
first degree by the fact that both men will no doubt prove more profitable
Involved had been drinking heavily than the first cutting, as the growth
and that there was no malice afore- will then be straighter and more valthought or premeditation shown The uable for posts."
next day tht convicted man was sen
tenced to forty years Imprisonment by TAXATION IN THE STATE OF ARIZONA.
Judge Ira A. Abbott.
The Income of New Mexico and AriNo state or territory in this wide
Union can show a better record than zona from taxes is one million and a
this case makes for New Mexico. This quarter of dollars a year. The income
is only one of several In which sim- from the $5,000,000 cash and $30,000,-00land donation to the state of Ariilar expediency and energetic action
has been had by grand juries, by the zona, will be at least that much and
trial judge and by petit juries. Sev- in years to come it will be much more.
eral of these have occurred In what In other words, tne munificent gift of
is called Mexican counties. These are Congress equals an annual fifteen
facts, and they certainly speak strong mills levy upon all the assessed taxly and eloquently for the people of the able property In the two commonTerritory, for their respect for law wealths for some time to come. One of
and their Intention and desire to carry the main arguments against statehood
out the provisions of the law in crim and especially joint statehood on the
inal cases as they should be carried part of Arizona, has been that of in
out. To be sure, there have been sev creased taxes, but it is certain from
s
in murder and other the above figures, not to speak of the
eral
important cases of late; ir one com- tax limitation in the constitution of
with the hun the new state, that the tax burden
pares these
dreds of such cases occurring In the will be much lighter than it was under
states right along, he will find that the territorial condition, in fact, there
they have occurred In what is called is every ground to predict that under
t
to a greater extent the American statehood, taxes will be only
counties than in those inhabited of what they are now. A reason that
citizens of Span appeals to the pocketbook of the tax
mostly by native-borish or Mexican descent. Credit .where payer is always a strong one and may
prove irresistible by November 6
cradlt is justly due.
Tex-tha-

...
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It has been agreed among the leaders of both parties, tacitly, If not officially, that' each of the two territories,
New Mexico and Arizona, will fight Its
own statehood campaign. No orators
from tho one commonwealth will Invade the other and there will be no
open effort to have New Mexico convert Arizona to Its way of thinking or
by Arizona to have New Mexico to do
as it does. But, nevertheless, there
will be powerful though silent influences, there- will be combinations In
the dark, there will be secret individual and political alliances of
importance, for the battle is
to be fought for large stakes and it
is not human nature to leave anything
undone that may tend toward victory.
In Arizona, especially, there will be
an appeal to race prejudice, even
discountenanced
though ostensibly
by the leaders U. S. Senator Spoon-er'- s
uncontradicted statement that
there are at least ten counties in New
Mexico in whlcn interpreters are absolutely necessary for the conduct of
the business of the courts; that it is
impossible to secure English speaking
juries in those counties, the most pop
ulous of the twenty-fivhaving a pop
ulation greater than that of Arizona,
will be used to keep the anti-joistatehood voters of Arizona in line.
The ghost of the unfortunate John
Conley case will be awakened and.lt
will stalk through Arizona with all its
horrors and untoward circumstances
to make votes against joint statehood.
That all this is to be regretted goes
without saying. It will in the end prevent a clean campaign, although as
far as the Republicans of New Mexico
are concerned, It will be a cloan fight
from beginning to end, no matter
what other parties in the neighboring
territory may do. u is in Arizona,
where prejudice and hatred have been
aroused, although without real cause,
and it is to be hoped that the
thinking, the unselfish men of Arizona,
will be able to keep the campaign
along those lines and in the spirit
in which It is the firm resolve of the
Republicans of New Mexico to main
tain it. No matter what the decision
of Arizona on the statehood question
it is a sister territory, In many re
spects Its fate is linked with that ot
New Mexico, it confronts many of the
same problems and it should not spurn
the hand of comradeship now extend
ed, even If it cannot vote to come into
the Union as one commonwealth un
der its own name, to share the munif
icent gifts and the great privileges
of statehood with New Mexico.
-

e

Secretary Metcalfe, ot the Department of Commerce and Labor, deliv
ered an address yesterday at the com
mencement exercises of Yale University. The gist of his remarks con
sisted in Insisting that the standard
of the legal profession be raised. Cor
rect you are, Mr, Secretary! There is
certainly great need for this and especially in the Sunshine Territory,
"If the New Yexlcan is really offended because we commended its advocacy of the publication of weekly
crop reports, we will be careful how
we hut up its feeling by bestowing
flattery. We forgot that If there is
anything the New Mexican can't bear
it is flattery." Las Vegas Optic.
All right, friend and neighbor. Not
much harm done, anyhow.

A COAT OF ARMS.

A Wonderful Conjpound.

Cures Piles,
Eczema, Skih Itching, Skin Eruptions; Jut and Bruises.

Doan's Ointment is the best skin
tic at men t, and the cheapest, because
so little ls required to cure. It cures
piles after years of torture. It cures
obstinate cases of eczema. It cures
all skin itching. It cures skin eruptions. It heals cuts, bruises, scratches and abrasions without leaving a
scar. It cures permanently.
Santa
Fe testimony proves It.
Brother Fabian of St. Michael's College says: "I am convinced that
Doan's Ointment has merit. It was
used with success in a case which
came under my observation, the authenticity of which I will be pleased to
give in a personal interview."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Foster-Milbur-

n

TOURIST RATES.
Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo via the Denver & Rio
Grande. Tickets on sale June 1st to
September 20, final limit October 31st
Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo In
either direction. To Denver and return $22.55. To PueMo and return
$17.55. To Colorado Springs and return $39.55.
F. H. 1.1'nRIDE, Agent.
SUMMER

If your stocacn troubles you do not
conclude there Is no cure, for a great
many have been permanely cured by
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Get a free sample at any drug
store and give them a trial, They also
cure constipation and biliousness.
LOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N
Via the Santa Fe Railway.

M.,

From
Pueblo
at one
of sale

Bow

On
Mar Be Acquired For
ConUdnatlon In England.

-

m

iv
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The practice of granting arms is still
ln vogue ln England, Ireland, Scotland,

Austria, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Germany, etc., and at timet the pope, as
sovereign pontiff, exercises the power.
Indeed, It is by patent or grant alone
that a new family can legitimately acquire a coat of arms.
The modus operandi in England, for
example, ls as follows: The applicant
for a patent of arms (from the crown)
may employ any member be pleases of
the heralds' college and through him
present a memorial to the earl marshal
of England, who acts for the crown in
these matters, setting forth that be,
the memorialist, ls not entitled to arms
or cannot prove Ifis right to such and
praying that his grace the earl marshal
will issue his warrant to the kings of
arms, authorizing them to grant and
confirm to him due and proper armorial ensigns, to be borne according to
the laws of heraldry by him and bis
descendants. This memorial is presented and a warrant ls issued by the
earl marshal, under which a patent of
arms ls made out, exhibiting a painting of the armorial ensigns granted,
the royal arms of England, the arms of
the earl marshal and those of the college and describing in official terms the
proceedings that have token place and
a correct blazon of the arms. This pat
ent is registered in the books of the
heralds' college and receives the signatures of the garter and one or both of
the provincial kings of arms?
A grant or patent of arms is made to
a man and his male descendants. This
gives him a fee simple of them that ls
to say, to him and to his male descend
ants equally and altogether and to his
female descendants In a qualified man
ner i. e., for life, to bear the urms In
a lozenge or impaled with their husbands' arms (if the husbands have
arms), as arms can only be brought In
by arms, or, if they be heiresses or coheiresses, on an escutcheon of pretense
upon their husbands' shields, und in
the last case their descendants inherit
such maternal arms, but only as a
quartering. Nineteenth Century.

Denver, Colorado Springs and
the Snn4a Fe will sell tickets
fare for the round trip. Dates
June 5, 12, 14, 19, 26; July 10,
19, 20, 21, 22, 27, 31August 7, 14,
21, n, 24, 28; September 3, 18, 25. 27,
SMUGGLING.
28, 29: Odtober 2, 9, 16; limit 30 days
from date of tale. For particulars in- It Wm Considered a
Legitimate Por.
quire of any agent, Santa Fe.
ult In Vuj Gone By,
H. S. LUTZ,
A book by J. C. Wright entitled "In
Santa Fe, N. M.
the Good Old Times" throws some
light on the ways of days
THE VERY BEST REMEDY FOR gone by: "Of every three pounds of tea
it was said that two were contraband.
BOWEL TROUBLE.
Mr. M. F. Borroughs, an old and In fact, smuggling was considered a
well known resident of Buffton, Ind., perfectly legitimate pursuit.
Everysays: "I regard Chamberlain's Colic, body was ready to profit by it, from
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the the, squire, who filled his cellars with
very best remedy for bowel trouble. I cheap wine, and bis wife, who adorned
make this statement' after having herself ln cheap silks, to the shopkeepused the remedy In my family for er, who got cheap groceries, or the
who got high wages for work
several years. 1 am never without
it." This remedy is almost sure to that was secret, unlawful and perilous.
be needed before the summer Is over. Even Adam Smith confessed to a weakness for smuggling and nobody was
Why not buy it now and be prepared
.'or such an emergency? For sale by above bargaining to have a pipe or a
hogshead put ln his cellar at a low fignil druggists.
ure. But smuggling on a large scale
was not carried on without bribery,
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
perjury, Informing, violence and murTo Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
June 1st to 'September 30th the der."
Of the old time London watchman:
Santa Fe will sell tickets to Denver
was wrapped in a wide skirted
"He
and return at the rate of $22.50; Colo
a useful garment for prorado Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, $17.55 heavy coat,
him from the cold, but not
Tickets on sale daily and are good for tecting
adapted to enable him to cope with the
return passage until October 31st.
bullies who assaulted the weak and unH. S. LUTZ, Agent.
He wore low shoes and a
protected.
Santa Fe, N. M,
big broud brimmed hat, which could be
turned up or down, worn forward or
UNKNOWN FRIENDS.
backward. The only means of defense
There are many people who have which the watchman
seems to have
used Chamberlain's
Cholera possessed was a staff
Colic,
something like
and Diarrhoea Remedy with splendid a beadle's. In his left hand
he carried
results, but who are unknown be his lantern."
cause they have hesitated about giv
In those primitive times pins were
ing a testimonial of their experience manufactured
by hand and went
for publication. These people, howev through several stages of manufacture:
er, are none the less friends of this Worker No. 1 formed the wire, No. 2
remedy. They have done much toward cut it into lengths, No. 3 smoothed It,
making it a household word by their the fourth man made the head, the
personal recommendations to friends fifth stuck It on, the sixth ground the
and neighbors. It is a good medicine point, the seventh washed and dried It,
to have in the home and is widely and it had to go through three more
known for its cures of diarrhoea and hands after that; hence it used to be
all forms of bowel trouble, For sale a familiar proverb, "It takes ten men
to make a pin."
by all druggists.

TAFT FOR THE PRESIDENCY.
THE TRUE STATE OF AFFAIRS.
At Barcelona, Madrid, the heat on
Justice David J. Brewer, of the
"The statements issued by the two
reached 117 degrees In the
S.
U.
on
Monday
alumni
Court,
Supreme
day
In
Sil
national banks doing business
shade. All wealthy people are leavvery City, under call of June I8th, at Yale informally nominated Secreare striking illustrations of the bus tary Taft as tne man who had safely ing the town on account of the pro
are sufiness prosperity prevailing in this guided the Nation through the Intri- longed hot spell, and the poor
to
Before
cacies
of
returning
situation
and
the
terribly.
fering
Philippine
section at the present time. The
the
is
at
wealthy
people
Barcelona,
with
city's
present
successfully
coping
statement of the Silver City National
should visit El Paso, Texas, in order
Bank shows total deposits of over the great Panama Canal problem, He
that he would carry to the to get acclimated.
$550,000, while the statement of the predicted
of charPresidency the same
recently established American Na acter he has shown strength
The Las Vegas Optic is of the opinin dealing with
tional Bank shows deposits of over
these and other problems. It is no ion that a telephone franchise in the
$70,000. No better Index of business
secret that President Roosevelt looks Meadow City, considered of not much
conditions could be had than these
upon Secretary Taft as his successoi value at present, ln a few years may
statements and they certainly speak who will
carry to their logical conclu- be of great and financial importance.
Silwell for prevailing conditions."
sion the
policies inaug- The Optic Ib correct. It Is not good
ver City Independent.
urated by the President. There are policy now or hereafter for any of
Who would have thought It? Ac
many strong men within the Republi- the towns of New Mexico to give away
cording to the editorial columns of can party, ambitious to secure the public franchises for the asking.
the Albuquerque Fakir Journal and nomination of the
TO CLOUDCROFT.
party for the high
two or three yellow dog sheets there est office within the
The New Mexican does not believe A Summer Resort In Our Own Terrl.
gift of the people,
is the greatest of distress, the most but at
tory.
present
Secretary Taft's that Senator Dupont of Deleware will
dire of sorrows and complete submer- chances are tne best of ail and what Introduce a resolution asking for the
Commencing June 1st, good for re
sion of the business and property in- it
better, he is built of splendid pres- investigation of the power trust at turn September 29th, 1906, the Santa
Fe Central Railway, In connection
terests of the Territory, no matter idential timber. If New Mexico is an
early date. The Senator is someof what character on account of the given the opportunity,
with the E. P, & S. W. Railway will
its electoral what interested in that trust.
sell round .trip tickets at the low rate
ruinous, heavy and exhorbitant rates vote will certainly go to Judge Taft
of taxation and assessment values ob- for the Presidency by an overwhelmColonel Bryan may take another of $14.f,5. For advertising matter deof Cloudcroft, call on or ad
taining, and because of the awful dis- ing majority.
trip up Salt River In 1908. Who scriptive
honesty and fearful amount of graftknows? If he does he will find it dress S. B. Grirashaw, General Pas
At this season of the year political an easy job. He has had more ex- senger Agent.
ing which has been going on ln the
Sunshine Territory since a Republi- bees are humming in every direction perience In that line than
any other
If you know the value of Chamber
can administration came into power and it is refreshing to turn from such living man.
lain's Salve you would never wish to
In June, 1897. The Independent Is a bees to the contemplation of the real
Democratic newspaper and likely the bee, even if it is the business end ot
New Mexico may not have a chance be without it. Here. are some of the
most influential one in the Territory, the busy little insect. Frank McGlinn, to elect United States .Senators with- diseases for which It ls especially val
uable: Sore nipples, chapped hands,
It cannot justly be accused of par-- a Philadelphia machinist, this week, in the next twelve
months, but it
tiality for Republican administrations,' at an exhibition of bees at Jenkin- looks as if her people will have quite burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic
sore eyes, itching piles, tetter, salt
demonstrated "a try" at It.
for ReDubllean nolltics and for Rn.town,
Pennsylvania,
rheum and eczema. Price 25 cents
publican officials, but it is a fair and that the sting of the bee is an unfallper box. For Bale by all druggists.
decent paper and hence the above in& remedy for rheumatism and allied
The
coronation
at
ceremonies
item can well be considered na Hvtntr' ailments. Several months ago he was Drondhjein, Norway, are ended and
"AND THE WORLD GOES ON."
so crippled by rheumatism that he the new
the true state of affairs.
King and Queen are still
The above is the title to a new song
had to use .crutches. He resorted to alive.
that is gaining in , population every
the painful bee cure and soon was
AN APOLOGY.
The "Bon Ton", is the title of
"The New Mexican still persists in able to throw away his crutches. At
Russian anarchists and the Russian day.
the best lunch counter and hotel in
a platform
saying that all the Democratic papers the exhibition he mounted
police are just now employed ln laud Santa
Fe, which is also gaining in
In the Pecos Valley are in favor of and permitted fifty bees to sting him, able work.
They are shooting each
To
popularity. When you eat there once
classing the native voter with the apparently enjoying the procedure.
other.
as
you have a longing desire to continue
southern
This statement some people the cure may seem
negro.
a customer. And the world still goes
should be qualified in regard to the bad as the disease, but then It is well
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
on. Are you glad?
New Mexico Sun, which from first to for the rheumatllc to know that there
You can get some bargains In the
last opposed the action of the central ls a cure for him If he ls brave enough real estate line right now by
calling
WHAT WE WILL DO.
on the reliable real estate dealers,
committee, and was one of the main to take it.
factors in having that action repudi&
Office west, side Whenpver you want an easy share
Hughes
Delgado.
a good as barbers ever gave,
The muck raker is abroad Insisting of Plaza.
ated by the county convention."
that the Congress should have select
lust call on us at our salon
Carlsbad Sun.
M morn or eve or busy noon.
Thank you; the New Mexican ed a sea level type for the Panama
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
stands corrected, and herewith tenders Canal in place of the lock type. Had
Herewith are some bargains offered We'll curl and dress the hair with
Its apologies to the Carlsbad Sun and Congress chosen the sea level type by the New Mexican
grere.
Printing Corn
hopes the same will be accepted. The for the Panama Canal then the muck pany: Code of Civil Procedure "of the We'll suit the contour of your face.
Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
New Mexican does not desire to do rakers would have been loud in their
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheen
any newspaper or any person, no mat- assertions that the lock lype should bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri Our shop Is neat and towels are clean,
ter of what political shade, an Injus- have been selected; as Congress fixed Pleading forms, $5: Missouri Code nd everything we think you'll find
tice, great or small. It is but human the lock type, therefore, the muck Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt To suit the taste and please the mind.
to err and to make mistakes and once rakers are at work claiming that the ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New First class bath room, T. W. Robert's
O. K. Barber Shop, 247 Salmon Block,
In a while the New Mexican ls human sea level plan would have been bet- Mexico, 1899, 1901, and
1903, English
and probably very much so.
ter.
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
The tax assessments
of Colfax Pamphlet, $2.75: full leather. $3.50:
The New Mexican Printing Company
The school district of Hope, Eddy
$400,-00Sheriff's
County, will bond itself in the sum of County will show an increase of
Flexible
Cover
Pocket is prepared to fill promptly and satisfor the present year. This ls at- Docket,
$10,000 for the purpose of procuring
two
or factorily all orders for engraved visitsingle, $1.25:
funds to erect a public school build- tributed to the natural growth and more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su ing cards, marriage announcements,
ing. Another indication, acording to extension in population and business preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10. in- invitations and all work of that kind.
the New Mexico yellow dog sheets, of that favored subdivision of New clusive, delivered at publisher's price, Prices as low as compatible with good
that this territory is retrograding and Mexico. Another instance of oppres- $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation work. Call at the New Mexican Office
that the people are going down hill sion, misrule and corruption, accord- Laws, 76c; Compilation Mining Laws, in the Southwest
pell mell on acount of greatly In- ing to the howls and fabrications of 60c; Money's Digest, of New Mexico
creased and burdensome taxation and tfce yellow dog sheets of the
Reports, full sheep, $6.60, delivered;
We print the latest- and best news
corrupt official uoings.
full list school blanks.,
The New .Mexican.
0
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Qneer Judicial Declaiona.
Some queer Judicial decisions in Victoria are mentioned ln the Australian
Review of Reviews. A man who embezzled some money from a bank has
received a sentence of nearly three
years' imprisonment, while a man who
murdered his mother by stabbing her
to the heart received only one year, and
another man, who shot his sister and
killed her, was sentenced to only two
years, und Immediately after that a
man who wrote a letter to another man
threatening to kill hlra received three
years' Imprisonment.

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuiitoe and Table Service Unexcelled

Lug Sample Roomi
.

for Commercial Trarelen.

JrXarsrv
LACOME & CABLE, Proprietors.

C THE 5
L
I

A
I

R
E
HOTEL
American and European Flan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Eycry Koom a Good One Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

Co?onac(o Hotel
The Beat 50c Rooms in the Southwest.
Restaurant in Connection.
Short Orders Served Night and Day.
Regular Meals, 25c.
Serve? First Class Spanish Diehas.
Everything in Season.
Smith Side Plaza.
228 San Francisco St.

G.

LUPE HERRERA,' Proprietor.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

SAJiTA

f E SAHITAPPI

Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease.
TENT COTTAGES

FOR

THE

CURE

Diet and treatment an approved by

OF TUBERCULOSIS
medical authorities.

Per-

sonal study and attention given each case. Separate hospital for fever
and other patients. Kor further particulars address,
DR. J. H. 8LOAN, Medical Director, SANTA FJ$, N. M.

Fresh Flowers All ths Time.

Fresh Fruits In Season.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden.
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations,
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.
t

OUDROW &. MONTENIE
Undertakers acd
Embalmers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dtfdtow'i Office

BuMn.

Day Tclepoot 35.
I

L . Kjuum.

jUco. JJkaumltt.Tl sa

THE- -

ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Automobile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

'The short line between Santa F ,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Hoswell
ind the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and mills at least 24 hours in
time ln making these points; also connecting at Torrance with the Hock Island system for all points east am
vest

to down an upright citizen.

y

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

others for approval; lo be always anxious about the effect of what we do or
say; to be always shouting to hear the
echoes of our owu voices. Longfellow.

'It Is hard

Co., of JVew York

Rational Surety

Fame.

THEM.

PI

OF PHILADELPHIA,

is an indiscreet and troublesome
ambition that cares so much about
fame, about what the world soys of us;
to be always looking In tho faces of

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany has on hand a large supply of
writing tablets and scratch pads suit
able for school children, lawyers, mer
chants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper If ordered ln larger quan
tities. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money's worth when buying.
GIVE US A CALL AND EXAMINE

FOR

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

It

Laws are like cobwebs If any trifling or powerless Ihinjf falls Into then:
they bold It fast, while if It ls some
thlnor weVuiitler It breaks through then
and is off. Solon.

ma mm

iiiiimcE

GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO

t

Schoolboy Annwera.
Here, are some assertions from compositions by American schoolboys:
"Franklin's father was a tallow chandelier." "The climate of North America
Is embracing." "This song is in the key
of B flap." "There are five bowels a, e,
I, o and u." "The snow is painting the
town whfte." "He lived in Cambridge-pork.- "
"Man is ln the muscular gender because it denotes a male." "They
went to the foolish (Polish) church."
Question: "What Is geography?" Answer: "Geography Is round, like a ball."

ISMS.

Leave Torrance for Hoswell dally at
arrive at Rdswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mail, but under favorable conditions, the trip ls made In
about half the t)me. Grips and hand
sachels carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present
4 a. m.,

J. W. STOCKARD, Manager, Roiwell, New Mexico

JUNE 2a,

THURSDAY,

SANTA

1906.

3TE

POLITICAL POINTERS.

I

TIE FIRST JUTIQJUL BAjShJ
OF SANTA

Ft

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1170.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUQHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES. Vice President.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.
Capital WMM.

Surplus and Undivided Proflta
In all Ita

6SM,

branch.

Loana
money on the moat favorable term on all kind of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In ail markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domeetlo and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers ofmonsy to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
agency, publlo or private. Interest allowed on time depoalts at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month'- - or year's term.
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
Ths bank executes all ordsrs of Its patrons In the banking line, and
alms to extend to them ae liberal treatment In all respects, as Is eon- slatent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Do- - 5
poalt boxve for rent The patronage of the public la respectfully so- $
llcited.

.Transacts a general banking bualnaaa

Opinions on Campaign Subjects of In
tereet to the Dear People.
Not Necessary.
The passage ot the statehood bill
created no excitement in this neck ot
the woods. Hlllsboro Advocate.
"
Correct You Are.
Any kind of statehood were better
than fifty years more of territorial
government. Roswell Daily Record.
e
You Believe

Correctly.
Plenty of time between now and No
vember to make up their minds on
how to vote on Joint statehood. But
the Reporter believes our citizens will
accept the proposition rather than re
main a territory. Raton Reporter.
,

The Argus for Joint Statehood.
The following editorial from the
New Mexican, than which there is no
stauncher Republican newspaper pub
so clearly
lished in the Territory,
states the position of tho Argus on
the statehood question that .this pa
per copies the article and endorses
every word of It. Carlsbad Argus.
Those Downtrodden People of New

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
ttOSWKM..

Mexico.
A number of our enterprising

NRW MKXICO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established nnd Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
Coleg;. New buildings, a" furnishings and equipments modern and complete;

baths,

electric-lighte-

steam-heate-

water-work-

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, mo

all conveniences.
per setsinn. Session Is

three terms of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWELL Is a noted health report, 8,700 feet above
Sunshine every-dayfroSeptember to June.
REGENTS Nathan Taffa, W .H Reed, W. M. Atkinson. W
Flnlsy and E. A. Cahoou

citi
zens got together Wednesday of this
week and raised sufficient money in
a short while to insure the building
of a large amusement hall for Texico.
The building, which will be begun at
an early date will be 40x1.00 feet, provided with a stage and moveable
seats, thus enabling it to he used as
an opera house, or any kind of public meeting place, as well as a hall for
roller skating.

A.

Prospects Not Alarml'ig.
Democrats of New Mexico and Arizona are now being advised to vote
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supl.
For particulars address
against the joint statehord measure,
In the hope that the election of 190S
will seat a Democratic President and
a Democratic Congress. It is hardly
probable, however, that Democratic
opposition, however complete, will defeat the statehood measure. As for
These Celebjated Hot Springs are tLsse waters fcaa been thoroughly test the chance of electing a Democratic
to
cures
miraculous
ed
the
attested
by
President and Congress, the prospects
located In the midst of the Ancient
In the following diseases: Paralysis,
are not alarming at present. Raton
miles west
JUff Dwellers, twenty-fivRheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright'a Disease of the Kid- Range.
Te, an ahout twelve miles from Bar- neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec
No Force Is Being Used.
anca Station on the Denver and Rio Hons, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Every argument that has been adGrande Railway, from which point a Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board. vanced during the past few years
dally line of stages runs to the springs. lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; Sis against Joint statehood for Arizona
The temperature of these waters Is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets still holds good and others of weight
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver fains and waits for Santa Fe are daily being added to the long
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet. Climate train upon request. This 'resort is at list.
On the other hand, the same meanthe year tractive at all seasons and is open all
very dry and delightful
round. There is now a commodious winter. Passengers to Ojo Caliente ingless threats, the same
and roseate promises and the
hotel for the convenience of Invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m and
and tourists
These waters contain reach Ojo Calient at 1 . m. the same same groundless arguments that have
used
1,(86.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Santa no foundation in fact are being
into a statehood algallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further to force the people
liance that is repugnant to
Springs In the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
of Arizona's citizens.
However, the statehood bill as signed by the President makes the people
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N. M. supreme and their will as expressed
at the poll3 next November, will be
the force that will settle the future
of Arizona and they may be depended
upon to settle it right and to the best
Interests of all. Arizona Gazette.

0J0 CALIEJiTE

HOT SPRINGS.
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ANTONIO JOSEPH.

Proprietor.

P. Spiogelberg.
Sa

A.

Fraaclace- fftrawt.

loba

M

Wares aim Curios

aafceta.
Rag, Wax, Faatchr and Line Brae Wert
Opels, Turajewlaea, Gamete and Other Gema..
MttTTO: Te Have the "eat ef Everything ha flaar Una.

Blankets,
QUR

H. Q. Yontz
DEALER IN

f aides, Clods.

MANUFACTURES OF

Fjexican Filigree

Jewln

and Hani PaiBteJ

JEWELRY

Ctta.

In
Repair of Pine Watches and Jewelrv Work a Specialty. Navaho Rtitss and
dlan Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Ketall.
West Side Piazv Santa Fe, N. M.

P. F. HANLEY.
DEALER

IN-F-

INE

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

Imported and Native Wires for Family Uae.
Crow, McBrayer
OUR 8PECIALTIE8-0- 1d
Gttck nhelmer Ry-- , Taylor and Pazton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

SAN FRANCISCO

StREET, SANTA FE

EL PASO,

California, Mexico
AND THE WEST.
Kansas City t St. Louis, Chicago
AND THE NORTH AND EAST

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
Vestlbuled, Electric Lighted Train
RUNNING THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN
A Wide

Also Another Fast Thro' Train Dally.

Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding
trip cheerfully furnished on application to
A. HILDEBRANT,

Agent,
Torrance, N. M.

Congress has finally consented to
grant statehood to Arizona and New
Mexico, provided that the two territories will consent to come In as one
state. The proposition is unjust and
also an unworthy action of the Congress of this great country. The reason is plain: That little section of country known as New England, which
now has such a large and dispropor
tionate representation In the United
States Senate is jealous of the West
and will do everything possible to
hold down its representation.
However, it looks like joint statehood. Is the only kind obtainable, for
some years at least, and any old variety of statehood is preferable to being
subject to legislation by old fogies
two thousand miles away. For these
reasons, and maay more that could be
mentioned, the Reporter is in favor of
joint statehood and feels confident
that the proposition so far as New
Mexico Is concerned will carry by a
very large majority when submitted
to a vote next November. Raton Re
porter.
McKinley County For Joint Statehood
As far as Congress can do anything
in the matter of joint statehood has
been granted to Arizona and New Mexico. It will soon he up to the people
of the two territories to say whether
they want a state government or to
remain indefinitely as territories.
The Hamilton bill with an amend
ment has been passed and the people
will vote this fall for dslegates to the
constitutional convention and whether
this union of the territories 88 one
state shall be consummated. The bill
provides that the federal government
shall give the new state $5,000,000
cash to go, to housekeeping with and
provides for many millions of dollars
worth of government land to be given
the state, Arizona the Great, if it is
created by the votes of the people.
As the mater stands it is no sure
thing that we will get statehood, the
of the large companies
and the politicians of Arizona may de
feat this measure which is popular
with the people of this territory and
with a large number of independent
people of Arizona. The general feel
ing is that New Mexico will vote for
jointure. Arizona la the uncertain
quantity. Undoubtedly a well con
ducted campaign, carried on hy the
jointure people will work a change in
the sentiments of the Arizonians. The
very people who are working against
the measure would be enough In some
communities to secure an overwhelm
ing majority. A glance over the list
of papers in Arizona that are In the
show which way the wind
blows, they are every one of them in
some way controlled by the large com
panies, while the papers that are with
us are owned by individuals who have
no favors to ask of the companies
or the selfish politicians, the pie hunting politicians who have thrived under the territorial government
These people might da as well un
der a state government, there would
be more offices to fill and undoubtedly
tor
larger campaign contributions
them to distribute. '
anti-rank-

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.

J.

hood.

-
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Nevertheless, It Looks Like State-

a--

'

V. R. STILES,

General Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Tex.

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N.M.
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AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS
handle
to
propositions
money
takes
It

like this, and the man with
There Is no surer or safer Investment than good Inside City Propery, but
small capital is barred. Growing new towns, with conditions favorable to permanency afford aa opportunity to the small Investor to place hU savings
onerea at
where his money will earn a handsome profit, equal in proportion to that of hi more fortunate brother with larger means. This chance is

THE GATEWAY

of 35
Which has all the things necessary for the building of a good, substantial town, including water ot good quality, abundant in quantity at a depth
In lta Infancy; as fine an all
feet below the surface, located in and tributary to the finest section of grazing country in the Southwest with agriculture
T. & 3. F. Short Line to lie
around climate as there is in the world, with a pushing, energetic class of citizens and two railroads, one the new
townsite Is owned by
The
now.
coma
Better
soon
advance.
ot
will
lots
Pacific. Wlilard has made a most phenomenal growth and the price

WiUard Town and Improvement Company.

WILBUR A- - DUNLAVY, Vto. PrM'
JOHN BECKER, Pr-- s. and Gen. Mgr.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
WM. R. BERGER, Secretary.
Mr. Corbett.
Carl A. Dalies, Manager ot The John Becker Co. Stores at WMard, hat charge ot the sale ot lota In the absence of

The sentiment of this county is for
Joint statehood, both parties having
declared themselves unanimously for
the measure, yet only a few days ago
a prominent business man of this city
and a worker for Jointure,, stated that
McKinley County will vote a majority
against the union of the territories as
a state. We believe that the party
mentioned knew what he was talking
about. If McKinley. County vptes NO,
the majority will come from outside of
Callup, the business Interests to a man
and
In this town are for jointure
progress. It is up to us to get busy
and take an interest In this matter,
to get together and pile up a majority for Jointure that will give the
powers that be an Idea that Gallup
and McKinley County are on the map,
even if we are stuck away oft up in
one corner of the "wild and wooly
West." Jointure means progress and
,let us all work for
this just cause. McKinley County
Republican.
A Rich and Creamy Mess.
The Hamilton joint statehood bill
Just passed by Congress whereby
Oklahoma and Indian Territory get
theirs unitedly and New Mexico and
Arizona are offered theirs unitedly
under che name of Arizona, seems at
first blush a tasteless cake for New
Mexico to eat; but let us look under
the crust. Like Esau of old, we are
offered a mess of pottage for our birthright. This mess, however, seems to
be rich and creamy, coming with it
as it does a gift of $5,000,000 In cold
cash and $30,000,000 worth of lands.
We have always entertained Ideal and
sentimental notions regarding a birthright, but as we grow older and more
nard headed we see that the way ot
the world is to listen to the Iconoclast.
Away with ideals, away with sentiment. Let us examine into the material benefits as they are. We question If ever a territory of the United
States was so well fitted in every way
to join the sisterhood of states as Is
mew Mexico.
Its vast acres of
land, its unlimited and barely
discovered mineral resources, Its delightful climate, its fortunate location,
Joining as it does the Golden West to
the developed East, all Join to make
it indeed a land of promise. Nothing
can now be needed to make it shine
forth with luster as bright as the
brightest star in the azure field of the
dear old flag except this political gift
of statehood.
Then, too, situated as we are at
Texico, in Roosevelt County, up
against the big old girl Texas who is
always pushing us and rubbing us and
even now trying, with all the power
allotted to her by statehood, to push
her western boundary across and
swallow us up, we need this garb of
statehood to throw around us and protect us from the land grabber who Is
all powerful in the Federal courts, because her opponent is without standing and without representation of a
suitable character. As we said before,
we have entertained ideas that we
should one day be proud to say that
we were of the glorious state of New
Mexico, but on the other hand,
and a chance to permanently
settle the western boundary of the
"
Pan Handle of Texas, "Barkis is
Let the ceremony proceed. We
cast our vote November Cth next for
statehood united with Arizona. Texico Trumpet.
culti-vatabl- e
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CURE CONSUMPTION
Herren, Finch, Ark., writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
trouble. I know that It has cured c
sumption in the first stages." You
never heard of any one using Foley's
Honey and Tar and not being satisfied.
Ireland's Pharmacy.
WILL

A.

A.

PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
Why Is It that the firm of Hughes &
Dolgado are making a success of the
real estate business? It Is because this
firm Is reliable and any property
placed in their hands will be looked
after In a businesslike manner. Office
west of Plaza.
Lax-et- s

A Candy Bowel Laxative.

If you have Constipation,
If you have a coated tongue,
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
If you are dizzy, bilious, sallow,
Herewith are some bargains offered
If you have headaches, Sour StomComby the New Mexican Printing
achs, etc., risk 5 cents on Lax-etSee for yourself. Sold by Fischer pany: Code of Civil Procedure ot the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Drug Co.
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading torms, $; Missouri Code
REMEMBER!
That the Bon Ton is the only eating Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt
house in the city of Santa Fe that ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
and 1903, English
keeps open at night. The doors are Mexico, 1899, 1901,
never closed and you can get some- and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
Flexible-Cove- r
thing to eat at any hour of the day or leather, $3; Sheriffs
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
night,
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, inCured Hemorrnayes of the Lungs
dellvftred at publisher's" price.
clusive,
"Several years since my lungs were
Corporation
so badly affected that I had many hem- $3.30 each; Compilation
Laws.
Mining
75c;
Compilation
Laws,
orrhages," writes A. M. Ake, of Wood,
of New Mexico
Digest
50c;
Money's
Ind. "I took treatment with several
Reports, full sheep, $3.50 delivered;
physicians without any benefit. I then full list school banks.
started to take Foley's Honey and Tar,
and my lungs are now as sound as a
bullet. I recommend it in advance
stages of lung trouble." Foley's Honey
and Tar stops the cough and heals the
lungs, and prevents serious results
from a cold. Refuse substitutes.
Pharmacy.
Ire-lan-

AT DENVER.
ELKS' CONVENTION
Amusement Program.
July 16th, Wild West Show.
July 17th, Elitch Gardens, Band Concert at City Park, Automobile rides
about the city.
July 18th, Monster Band Parade of
Band conall bands In attendance.
test at Manhattan Beach.
July 19th, Elks parade and Fireworks at City Park.
July 20th, Excursions to all Mountain Towns and Resorts.
Electrical display nightly, the finest
ever given in America.
In addition to above, entertainments
of various kinds dally and nightly to
which Invitations will he necessary.
Excursion train carrying Santa Fe
Lodge will leave via D. & R. G. R'y
Sunday, July 15th, at 11 a. m. Fare
for the round trip, $16.90, tickets good
going July 13, 14, 15 and 16. Returning,
any date prior to August 20.
Sleeping car reservations can be secured on application to any D, & R. G.
agent.

Pink Lips, Like Velvet. Rough,
Chapped or Cracked Lips, can be made
as soft as velvet by applying a light
coating of Dr. Shoop's Green Salve.
It takes out completely the soreness
of cuts, bruises, and all skin abrasions. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Deafness Cannot be Cured

by local applications, as they ennnot lareach
the dlieaseJ portion of the ear. There only
one way to cure deafness, ami that is by
constitutional remedies. Penfness is caused
hy an inflamed condition of the raucous lln
When this tube
lug- of the (Eustachian Tube.
is inflamed you haye a rumbling sounder
when
it is entirely
imperfect hearing, and
closed, Deafness is the result, and unless the
out
and this tube
be
can
taken
inflammation
hearing will
restored to its normal eondition.
be destroyed forever; nine oases out of ten
are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
an inflamed condition i f the mucous surf aoes.
We will trlve One Hundred Dollars for any
onse of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
cannot be oured by Hall's Catarrh Cure
Send for circulars, free.
e. J. CHUNKY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, Tic
Hail's
Take
Piiml'y Pills for ennstlpatlon.

California.
EXCURSIONS
Commencing May 1st and until September 30th the Santa Fe will sell tickets on each Tue3day, Thursday and
Saturday to Los Angeles and San Diego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90
for the round trip. Return limit of
r
ticket November 30th, 1906.
allowed in California. For particulars
call on agents of the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
SEASIDE

Stop-ove-

If you will make Inquiry it will be
a revelation to you how many succumb to kidney or bladder troubles in
one form or another. If the patient
Is not beyond medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will cure. It never disappoints. Ireland's Pharmacy.
RATES.
EXCURSION
By way of the Santa Fe Central, E.
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to
points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wyoming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July
1st to 10th, good for return passage
until October 31st.
On these excursions, Tales to Chicago for round trip will be $48.35. St.
Louis $43.35, Kansas City $35.85. Memphis, Tenn., $45.50. For further information, call on S. B. Grimshaw, gener
al passenger agent.
SUMMER

THE KITCHEN.
eat from the Bon Ton
Cleanliness
floor.
Hotel kitchen
counts so much with all of U3.
But the Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch
Counter management goes much further than cleanliness.
Our aim Is to serve our patrons with
the best food possible dainty, yet substantial.
are at your service at minimum rates.
To see that they live and sleep In
cheerful, airy rooms.
To surround them by all that Is
pleasant and refined.
And they also have for use the handsome parlors, library, buffet and smoking room.
The Bon Ton is Just like a great big
happy home.
Yet all these luxuries and privileges
You could

Palace.
Gus Gllles, Seattle; Julius Kalter,
St. Louis; M. L. Button, St. Louis;
H. E. Greene, Denver; James W. Hlte,
Hlllsboro; J. B. Field, New York;
William J. Mills, Las Vegas; A. B.
McMlllen, Albuquerque; R. C. Reid,
Texico; Miss Sapsley Wallas, Chi
cago; F. M. Evans, Los Angeles; J.
Leahy, Raton; Richard Dunn, Las Vegas; M. W. Ginsbury, Louisville, Ken
tucky; A. E. Ward, Kansas City; H.
N. Webb, Kansas City; J. LInde, St.
Louis; J. C. Northcutt, Trinidad; C.
H. Patterson, Albuquerque.
Claire.
Charles Thdyer, Golden; S. Burkhart, Neill B. Field, E. W. Dobson,
Albuquerque; F. W. Parker, Las Cru
ces; G. N. Petty, Los Angeles; J. H.
Brookhouse, Amarlllo, Texas; Miss
Lillian Pratt, Colorado Springs, Colo
rado; MIbs Sadie O'Byrne, Las Ve
gas; H. S. Reed, San Francisco; Eu
gene Darling, Denver; N. O. Murphey,
Phoenix; M. Juda, New York; John
A. Laughlln, Trinidad, Colorado; C.
E. Dickens, Kansas City; Miss Mar- tie Merz, Miss Josephine Hasbrouck,
Effingham, Illinois.
Normandle.
John Walker, St. Paul; E. B. Jones,
Phil Hanlon, Hugo, Indian Territory;
J. L. Burton, Amarlllo, Texas; Charles
Lynn, Las Cruces; R. Dano, Jollet,
Lllinols; A. G. Harrison, Albuquerque;
Jesus Naranjo, City of Mexico; Ed.
Campbell, D. L .Parsons, Denver;
Johnnie Langston, Pueblo.
Coronado.
N. M, Stewart, Sallda, Colorado.
A DYSPEPTICS HORROR.
Is solid food. In nine canes out of ten,
however, It the man with a weak stomach would take a glass or two of Dr.
Laurltzen's Health Table Malt with
each meal, he would soon find that he
could eat anything. It's the best tonic
in the world for a weak stomach.
H. S. KAUNE ft CO.
Phone 26.
CITT BOTTLING WORKS, Phone $8.

LOCAL

TIME TABLE.
Arrive.

No. 721
No. 723
No. 725

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the best fruit ranches in
northern Santa Fe County, about twenty miles from this city, Is for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Santa Fe,
Max. Frost, Box No. C.-New Mexico.

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL
ATTO R M E

W.

MAX. FROST.
Attorney at law.

Santa Fe

New Mexico.

RICHARD

H. HANNA.

Attorneys at Law.
Phone

Office, Griffin Blk.

66.

a W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court,
Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney at law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Palace Ave.
Office, Sena Blk.
CHAS. A. LAW,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

a Specialty.

U. S. Land Office Practice,

New Mexico.

Clayton,

N. 8. Rose.
George Spence.
SPENCE & ROSE.
Attorneys.
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
Specialities, Notary In Office.
Estancla.
New Mexico.

H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
New Mexico.
, Las Cruces,
District Attorney tor Dona Ana,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties, Third Judicial District.
WILLIAM

12:01 p. m.
6:15 p.m.
9:40 p.m.

A. W. POLLARD,

....

Attorney at law.
District Attorney, Luna County,
No. 720
9:00 a. m. Doming
,
New Mexico.
No. 722
4:20 p. m.
7:30 p. m. J. H. Boa ham,
No. 724
,
O. Wade.
No. 722 connects wi h No. 1 west.
BONHAM & WADE,
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west.
Attorneys at Ln..
No. 1 stops at all stations.
Practice In the Supreme and DisNo. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy trict Courts of the Territory, In the
to Albuquerque to discharge passen- Probate Courts and before the U. S.
gers from Santa Fe.
Surveyor Generals and U. S. Land
H. S. LUTZ, Agent
Officer.
Las Cruces, N. M.
City Ticket Office, Craton Blk., east
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at law.
Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful atTIXEB
Effective Monday, February 26, 1906. tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
North Bound of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
South Bound
Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Statlous.
Altl No 2
No I Ml
Depart.

a

Santa Fe Central Rail'y
TABLE

1
1

20

p

Ojl-v-

...Santa Fe...Arr!
..Douaclaoa...
,Vsra Klauca..
...Kennedy....
Clark
....Stanley
...Moriarty ...

7,000
6.660
6,400
6,060
6,125
6.370
6.250
8,176
8,140
6.125
6,210
6,285
i,4i0

21
4 0
4

A. B. RENEHAN,
Practices In the Supreme and Dis2 !0
trict Courts; Mlnnlng and Land Law
2.10
8 40 p 41
a Specialty. Rooms
Sena Blig.,
1 US p
.111 p 62
'.1U D Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
485 p 61
...Mclutoih...
12
46
D
ft. 06 p
...Eitaneia....
S 30 p
11.25 a
....Wlilard....
10,66 a
6.65 p
CHA8. F. EASLEY,
..Prorreno...
lu 30 a
7.16 p
.... Rlanoa
(Late Surveyor General)
9 W a
8.15 p 116 Arr. ...Torrance. .Lye!
Attorney at law.
New Mexico.
Santa F
N.
at
with
Santa
M.,
Fe,
Connecting
Land and Mining Business a Speciality.
&
Railroad
Rio
for
the Denver
Grande
3 p
2.10 p 16
2 26 p 22!
2 60 p 28

3 ;t5

3 10

9

all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Washington, and the Great

Northwest

Connecting at Torrance for all
points east and west with Golden State
Limited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pullman berths reserved by wire.
For rates and information address
S. B. GRIMSHAW,

General Passenger Agent, Santa Fe.
To and From Roswell.
Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare between Santa Fe and Torrance Is $6.65
and between Torrance and Roswell
$10. Reserve seats on automobile by
J. W. STOCKARD,
wire.
Manager Automobile Line.

EMMETT PATTON,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box 96, Roe well, New Mexico.
Office over Citizen's National Bank.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at law.
District Attorney for Second Judlda1

District
Practices In the District Court an I
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
also before the United States Supreme
Court In Washington.
Albuquerque. New Mexico.

'

08TEOPATHY.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

Osteopsth.
No. 103 Palace Ave.

Successfully treats acute and chronlo
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
Phone 156.
p. m.
Hours:
vl,
2

D. A. R. G. SYSTEM
Santa Fe Branch.
Effective December 10th.

Stat norran

MINING ENGINEERS.

1905.

CONY T. BROWN,

Mining Engineer.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
No429
Schoel of Mines.
New Mexico.
Ar.. 8;80p Socorro,

want

BOU1D

Station!
Huh
Fe
....0....1.T...Xanta
12:61 p ...34.... " ...Eapanola
Lr.. 1:26 p
" .. 12:26.p
2:11 p ...53.... "...Bmbudo
" .. 11:30 p
3:00 p ...61.... " ...Barranca
"
"
.. 10:29p
...Servllleta
4:02p...Sl....
4:32 p ...91.... " ...TreiPiedraa. " .. 100 u
" .. 8:10p
6:46p ..lit.... " ...Anto'ilto
" ..
a
8:30 p ..158.... "...Alain aa
" .. ll:05p
8rt)"a . 27. ... " ...Puebl
4:5a..831.... "...Colob rlngi. " .. 9 4Up
7:30a ..406.... Ar..DenTer
L.. 7:0jp
Trains stop at Embudo for a iner
where good meals are served.
At Antonito for Durango, SUverton
and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate
points via the standard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
entire trip in daylight and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
also for all points on Creede branch.
S. K. HOOPER,
G. P. A., Denver, Colo.
We print the latest and best news
The Mow Mexican..
No 428,

11:00a

6

CIVIL ENG'RS AND PURVEYORS.

CORBET A 8MYTHE.
Mining and Hydraulic
Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
Santa Fe, N. M.
East side Plaza
Civil,

RALPH A. MARBLE,
Engineer and Surveyor.
United States Deputy.
New Mexico.
Estancla,
Civil

HIRAM T. BROWN,
CIVIL, ENGINEER AND 8URVEY0R.
U. 8. Mineral Surveyor
New Mexlea,
Santa Fe,

PAGK

SANTA IT! NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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HAHAH SHOES

PERSONAL MENTION

LEADERS

We're After You, Sir

!

Feet!

We Want Your

We'll put them Inside the best
pair of shnes they ever lived In.
We're after the trade of the

PARTICULAR

MAN

who wants the

BEST
"
that can b produced in
Yes, and we're going to
get, it, too.
'Sho'i-dom.-

HOW?
F

r

;,e.

r

..

'

Why, with our handsome styles
HANAN SHOES In
t high-grad- e
(nlf skin, Patent Ideal Kid and
Vlcl Leather; Laee or lilucher
cuts, la all the latent lasts and

fcs;?sS

E ejant,

patterns.

'

WEGI5TEBE0

faultlessly

made shoe, that would coat more
money it most stores, per pair:

$6.00 and $7.00.
We also
in

have another line which comes cheaper
Own Make
High-cu-

prices Oxford and

American
(ientleina n

d0

t,

ipOJJ

$4.00 and $4.50.

For any of these price
we'll give you a full
measure of comfort,
durability and style.
A size and
width for
every
man's foot
We are sole agents
for the FAY

Nathan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

an

viewed the many historical sights and
visited the historical society rooms,
St. Miguel's Church, the public institutions and other points of interest.
Mr. Andrews is the traveline auditor
of the Colorado Railroad System's As
sociation and visits Santa Fe every
secret of good looks ?
six months on business connected with What is the
his office. He looks forward to his Complexion a clear, smooth,
visits to Santa Fe with youthful complexion with health
creat nleasure and exnects to spend tints that fairly glow with life.
his vacation here next year, having You can have a good complexion.
found the Capital of New Mexico tne Your face, neck, arms and
most pleasant and interesting city on hands can be made delicious to
his official travels.
look at. Use Hagan's Magnolia
At noon, this Thursday, in St. Thom- Balm and you'll look teri years
as Church, New York, William Bradyounger immediately after apford Prince, the son of Governor and
plying it. It is not a cosmetic,
married
was
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince,
neither is it greasy or sticky. It
Florby the Rev. Dr. Wasson, to Miss
as harmless as disence Slidell Howland, of New Jersey. is a liquid
75c, at all druggists.
The bridegroom was born in Santa Fe tilled water.
In 1884, and is well known to all the
people of the Capital, although he has
been absent much of the time for a
number of years pursuing his studies.
letter heads, bill heads, note heads,
The bride, who is a second cousin, envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold
nnnapA much of the summer of 1905 In by the New Mexican Printing ComSanta Fe and at the Sunshine Ranch, pany at low rates and in quantities to
conLsuit. Satisfaction guaranteed.
visiting Mrs. Prince, and she is
sequently no stranger here. She made
a vorv favorable imnresslon during
her sojourn in New Mexico, and will Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Cures Colds, Croup and Whooping Cough.
be ccrdially welcomed on her return.
Tt is nnderstod that tne young couple
will arrive in Santa Fe before very
long after visits to various eastern

A good looking face

Charles Lynn, of Las Cruces, attend- ed to land office business today.
a Seattle
Oua Gllles. representing
pipe firm, called on the trade in Santa
Fe today.
from
.Tulin Walker, a healthseeker
St. Paul, registered at the Normandie
yesterday.
M. W. Ginsbury, a tourist from Louisville, Kentucky, was here today
sightseeing.
.1. Lindo. traveline for a St. Louis
dry goods firm, looked after business
in town today.
R Jones and Phil Hanlon, of Hugo,
Indian Territory, picture Agents, are
In the city on business.
.T
n. Fluid, a New York traveling
man. attended to commercial business
in the Capital City today.
71 N. Webb, traveline for a Kansas
Cltv drug firm, looked: after business
in the Capital City today.
A. E. Ward, a Kansas City tourist.
was registered at the Palace today.
He is en route to the coast.
Attorney A. B. McMillan of Albu
querque was registered at the Palace
today. He came on legal business.
H. E. Greene, a knight of the grip
FOX AND WOLF HOUNDS
from Denver, was in town today and points.
business.
to
commercial
attended
of 'he. best English strains
JESSE JAMES.
Sister Mary Dolorine, daughter of
In America; 4u years experDally
Arkansas,
Little
Rock,
mornThe
this
left
L.
A;
ience In breeding these fine
Morrison,
Judge
this to say about the
hounds for my own sport, 1
ing for Loretto heights, near Denver. nfimnnrat has
James show that
now offer them for sale.
James W. Hlte, of Hillsboro, arrived W. I. Swain Jesse
here Monday, July 2d:
Send Stamp for Catalogue.
in the city yesterday and registered is to appear
"The citizens of Little Rock were f. B. HUDSPETH, Sibley. Jackson Co.. Mo.
at the Palace. He came on business.
entertained with a new form
F. M. Evans, of Los Angeles, and his royally
of amusement last night.
niece, Miss Sapsley Wallas, passed
"The W. I. Swain Jesse James com- THE PLAZA
BARBER
SHOP
through the city today en route to the
presented a three hours show
pany,
coast.
WILLIAM K PAP.SC S, Prop.
last night and It is safe to say that
Judge N. B. Laughlin returned last never in the history of Little Rock
Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa
Leading
been
has
evening from Taos, where he
did so many people gather together
Two
Porcelain Bath Tubs.
for several days on legal and financial to see a show except to the biggest
Hair Cutting a Spectalty. Tbre First
business.
of big circuses.
Class Barker.
Superintendent James Kurn, of the
"The entertainment was of the East Side of Plaza. South of Postal
New Mexico Division of the Santa Fe western character,
the
portraying
Telegraph Office.
Railway system, spent last evening In James boys during their famous cathis city on railroad business.
reer covering the time from the war
BOUGHT to any
Hon. John S. Clarke, Las Vegas In- to the death of Jesse. The show was
parts In the Counsurance man, who spent yesterday In moral, and of a much different chartry: send ticket
the city on business, returned home acter than one Is led to believe beIn and eet cash for It: tran
fore seeing the show. Instead of all
this forenoon.
sactions guaranteed ; association office.
it
novel
and
dime
pracof
shooting,
play,
E. W. Dobson,
Albuquerque,
ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave, Albuticing attorney in that city, attended teaches a grand lesson, showing the
N. M.
querque,
outSuof
an
the sessions of the Territorial
hardships and deprivations
law, and the sufferings of a man after
preme Court today.
Npil TV Field. Albuaueraue lawyer, becoming an outcast.
arrived in the city yesterday, and was
present at today's sessions of the Ter- U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
:
ritorial Supreme Court.
Forecast for New Mexico.
Julius Kalter. traveling out of St.
fair
and
Generally
tonight
Friday
The only first class in city.
Louis for a wholesale clothing firm, with stationary temperature.
arrived In the city last night and tothermometer
the
Second to none in Territory.
Yesterday
registered
as follows:
day called on his trade.
Four first class artists : : ;
Maximum temperature 81 degrees at
J. L. Burton, Amarlllo, Texas, a tour- 2:45
m.
11.50
p.
Electrical Baths
ist, arrived in the city last night and
Minimum
56 degrees at
25
at the Normandie. He 2:30 a. m. temperature
reeistered
Other Raths
spent today sightseeing.
The mean temperature for the 24 Parlors Located West Side Plaza
W. L. Burton, a commercial man hours was 68 degrees.
W. H. KERR,
Mean relative humidity 20 per cent
from St. Louis, called on local hard
Lowest
last
temperature
of
during
night
Interest
in
the
ware dealers today
0 degrees.
a wholesale firm he represents.
Temperature at 6.00 a. id. today, 58
Richard Dunn, Las Vegas lumber degrees.
HENRY KRICK
residents
oldest
of
the
dealer, and one
Sole Agent For
of San Miguel County, looked after
A
GOOD
MEAL.
SQUARE
business affairs today in the capital.
Lemp's St. Louis Beer
Makes a man feel at peace, with the
General Manager W. S, Hopewell, of
world!
Malls orders promptly attended to.
whole
You can get it at the
the New Mexico Fuel and Iron Com- Bon Ton
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Hotel
and
Lunch
Counter.
Alpany, arrived at noon today from
Telephone No. 38
buquerque to attend to railroad busiOF
JUSTICE
THE
DOCKETS.
PEACE
ness,
The New Mexican Printing Company
Judge J. C. Northcutt, of Trinidad,
!
dock-etone of the leading lawyers of South- has prepared civil and criminal
use
the
for
of
especially
justices
at
Palace.
the
Is
a
ern Colorado,
guest
He is here in attendance on the Su- of the peace. They are especially
Any Flavor You Desire.
ruled, with printed headings, in elthe
preme Court sessions.
will
deliver Soda Water In any
We
or
English, made of good rec
U. S. Mine Inspector Jo E. Sheridan, Spanish
to any part of the city.
ord
quantity
and
bound
paper,
strongly
durably
official
on
In
Monero
who has been
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
has returned south and with leather back and covers and can
business,
have full Index la front and
vas,
Telephone No. S!8.
passed through town night before last the sides,
fees of Justices of the peace and
on his way to Silver City.
constables printed In full on the first
Harvey B. Fergusson,
The pages are 10x6 inches.
who has been here on legal business, page.
These books are made up in civil and
returned to the Duke City last night.
criminal dockets, separate of 320
Mr. Fergusson makes no bones about
pages each, or with both civil and
statehood.
to
his opposition
joint
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
models made trom
Howard S. Reed, president of the civil and 320
criminal. To, inpages
ComTrust
and
Bank
States
United
Machine, gun
troduce them .they are offered at the explanations.
pany, returned last evening via the
Also
low
and
following
prices:
bicycle
repairing.
busiDenver & Rio Grande, from a
Civil or criminal
$4.00
hand
ness trip to Taos and vicinity.
second
and
new
bicyCombined civil and crlminnal.... 15.00
District Attorney J. Leahy of Ra-- '
For 45ehts additional for a single cles for sale and guaranteed.
ton was an arrival In the city last
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
of
sessions
the
He
attended
evening.
combination docket, they will be sent
Fe
the Territorial Supreme Court today, by mall or prepaid express. Cash in Santa
having business before that body.
256 San Francisco Street 256.
full must accompany order. State
John A. Laughlin, contractor and plainly whether English or Spanish
builder with headquarters at Trinidad, printed heading is wanted. Address
who has the contract for the construcNEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
tion of the Santa Fe County jail, today
looked after his building affairs In the
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
Capital.
The Mexican Central has recently
Charles Thayer, secretary of the
Gold Bullion Company, operating at placed on sale tickets to New York and
Fine Rigs, Reliable Moreen,
iny
Golden, south Santa Fe County, had return, going via the Mexican Central
Haoke.
to
Vera
or
Cruz
either
ugglea,
Surrey,
Hotel
on
Claire
Tamplco,
name
the
register
his
today and looked after business for thence via the famous Ward Steamship Line to New York. The return Call up 'Phone No. f when In need
his company while here.
of Anythnlf. In the Livery Line.
General Manager James E. Hurley, will he by rail over any line to El
of the Santa Fe Railway system, pass- Paso. The entire trip, covering thou
Reatonnnli
Orlvere Furnlehed..
ed Lamy yesterday for Albuquerque, sands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and Its
Mate.
Moro
a
and
famous
Castle,
Newport,
and attended to railroad business In
the Duke City today. Mr. Hurley will dozen of the largest cities of the Unl
ted States, can be made for $122.50. A
likely be In Santa Fe tomorrow for a more
delightful trip can not be
brief visit.
r
as
privileges are
Dr. Albert Miller, at present of Den- planned,
allowed and the tickets are good for
In
interests
business
and
ver,
having
one year from the date of sale. The
Kansas City, arrived in the city last
trip includes the City of Mexico, the
several
here
evening and will remain
"Paris of America." Further infor
days. He is interested in factories mation can be secured by addressing
agent
a fertilizing
manufacturing
A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
which he is placing on the market.
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, AsCharles P. Downs, clerk of the sistant General Passenger Agent. City
Sixth Judicial Court, and H. H. Maj- of Mexico.
ors, probate clerk of Otero County,
both of Alamogordo, who spent yesMARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
terday and today In the city, returnThe
nw marriage license l,w re
ed home via the Santa Fe Central at
quires probate clerks to post three
noon today. Mr. Downs and Mr. Majcopies of the new law In conspicuous
ors passed a very satisfactory examplaces In each precinct. The New
to
for admission
ination yesterday
Mexican has printed the law neatly
the New Mexico bar and were sworn on cardboard and Is now ready to fill
in this forenoon accordingly.
orders in English or Spanish at fifty
James S .Duncan, of Las Vegas, cents for each poster. Probate clerks
president of the Territorial Board of should enter their orders Immediately,
Equalization, who returned Tuesday as the new law went into effect on
from a trip to Antonlto, Colorado, April - 1905.
where he went to meet his daughter,
Miss Buela, on her way home from
Com
The New Mexico Printing
Denver to Las Vegas, left the same
pany Is prepared to fill promptly and
evening for the south on a California
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
trip. His son, Gordon, who was with
visiting cards, marriage announcehis
and
him at Antonlto,
daughter, ments, Invitations and all work of that
left yesterday for Las Vegas.
kind. Prices as low as compatible
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Andrews, of with good work. Call at the New
New Mexican Printing Company,
Denver,, spent yesterday In the city Mexican office and examine samples
Dealers, SanU Fe, New Mexico.
and had a very agreeable visit. They and prices.

....

Established

1856.

Incorporated

I

WINTER GROCERY CO.
CANON CITY

a

Agents for

KNEIPP MALT COFFEE

Dty Goods
Our Goods Have the Call this Summer
.

Why?

Wc
We

assortment
We show the latest styles
We sell

M

I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

f LIVERY

Grain. Flour and Potatoes. Static neiy.
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT

ATTENTION AIVEN
8AMTA

F.

M.

MAIL ORDERS.

X.

We

It will pay you to see us first before
buying any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

Celebrated "Victor" Lines of
Athletic Supplies
and the name "Victor" is a sure guar
antee that the quality is of the very
best and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry
in stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a con
plete camping outfit.

For Half

a

Century the Leading Dry Goods House

Telephone

I

In

the City of Santa Fe

F. O. Box, 219.

Phone, No. 36.

Colorado
STRAWBERRIES

j

1

Will only last five or six days more. Let
order for a crate or more
for canning and preserving. Prices will
be lowest from June 16th to June 20th.

us have your

IWE & COMPANY

U.S.

reading urocers.

Phone 26.

Phone 26

CUT PRICES!
'

CUT PRICES.

mw si
I!

If"

;, !'

;::

!'

'SKIM
tit

MM

1iSan jjt,

We have a quantity of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out In the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now Is
the time to fit up your house when
you can get the best goods at the low
est pnuea. we win iurnisn your
house from kitchen to garret. You
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments. Call In and sea
our goods.

D.

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower San Francleco

8t,

8anta Fe.

CARL A. BISHOP COMPANY

L

typewriter

4

Surety Bonds. Burglary Insurance. Investment Business.
GRIFFIN BLOCK, SANTA fE. d. Al.

CHARLES WAGNER

Furniture Co.
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.

STABLE.

flemington

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
:

the quality
lead, others follow

It will pay you to see our stock of Carpets and Curtain In fact everything
in our line and we earnestly request
you to Shop with ue.

worts

I

stop-ove-

228 San Francisco St.

at lowest prices

We maintain

SODA WATER

'

S. E. Corner Plaza, Santo Fe. Telephone No. 40.

INCORPORATED

carry the largest stock
have the most varied

PATENTS! General Insurance Agents

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
2

1903.

Wholesale and Retail

Proprietor.

MtWiHSi

28, 1tfl)6.

SeligmanBros. Co.

semi-annu-

KERR'S
Parlors
Capital

Stockings.

JUN

THURSDAY,

We are as far in
LEAD

the

as
TEDDY
in representing
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.

Charles Wagner, Licenced Embalmer.

the

PEOPLE

I
New UleiiGO Enrol oument Bureau
AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of ail kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

Non-Residen-

ts

Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
House. Large
A Nice
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fftfit Trees.
7-Ro-

103

Palaoa Avenue.

'Phone No. 161.

THURSDAY,

JUNE 28,

That is too bad! Been coming out
for a long time, hat it? So much the
WOrsel Rll It Is nndn hod oc itmloht
he. for vnn ran Btnn"hia fallina ami
you can stop it quickly, tool There Is one remedy, just one Ayer's Hair
Vigor. It StOpS falling hair, cures dandruff, and keens the Bruin plenn ant
healthy. We speak from lone experience.
fo. awoo.,

LosingJ Hair

evening at 8 o'clock in the Ben Hur
room In
Palace. 'All those
MINOR CITY TOPICS who desiretheto Old
accompany the excur-- j
slon to the cliff dwellings should register before that time, as final arAt the Santa Fe ' Hardware and ;
rangements for the trip will then be
store
there are. made.
Supply Company's
many things suitable for this season
The special communication of Sanof the year. Read the advertisement
ta Fe Chapter No. 1, Royal Arch Maand drop in.
sons, for this evening will be called
John Langston, Pueblo, Colorado, to order at 7 o'clock
promptly, that
registered at the Normandie yester- the session might close
early to enday. He Is an engineer on the Santa able those who desire to
the
Fe system and comes to the Capital Woman's Board of Trade attend
dance at the
City for a rest.
Palace Hotel. There will be work in
Ed and D. L. Parsons, Denver brick- the M, M. and P. M. Degrees.
layers, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday
The New Mexican Printing Company
at the Normandie. is
and registered
prepared to do the best of brief
They have been attracted here by the work in short order and at very reasextensive building now going on.
onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
We treat every customer as a
have their briefs printed rapidly and
with
who is
correctly and to present them to the
us in building up a bank which will
Supreme Court now in session here
be really helpful to him and to us.
on time, should call on the New MexUnited States Bank and Trust Com- ican Printing Company and leave their
,
pany.
work there.
The New Mexican Printing Company
The Santa Fe branch train now
has on hand a large supply of pads makes connection with train No. 8,
and tablets suitable for school work, from the west and south, at Lamy and
the desk, and also for lawyers and waits 45 minutes for the arrival of
merchants; good anywhere. We will that train before returning to Santa
sell them at live cents In book form, Fe. This enables passengers from the
but will give a discount on quantities. south and west to reach Santa Fe at
The Santa Fe Railway Company is night and to make proper connections.
in'' This branch train leaves this city at
making extensive improvements
the yard facilities at Lamy. New 8:40 and returns, if the main line
tracks are being laid, six new coal train Is on time, at 10:50 at night.
The ten pretty waitresses at the
tipples have been built, and the water
storage capacity has been increased Spanish supper this evening have
sixfold by the building of two huge strict orders not to accept tips of less
steel tanks.
than $5 and to decline all tips of over
will be dressed in white
Ansel Hart, electrician, - today in- $1,000. They
and wear white lace caps. They are
stalled the lighting system to be used ten
in number, namely: Miss Pain, of
in the Plaza during the Plaza fete to
Kansas City; Miss Otero, of this city;
be given tonight by the Woman's the Misses
Walz, Fewell, Christensen
Board of Trade. Everything has been and Julia
Christensen, of El Paso;
fete
and
the
practically completed
the Misses Anna and Maria Nellis, of
promises to be the most successful Topeka, Kansas: and the Misses Barever given.
ney and Anita Bergere, of this city.
Jose Martinez y Padia, aged GC
Generally fair tonight and Friday
years, died yesterday morning at his with stationary temperature is the
home on Canon Street at 9:30 o'clock weather forecast as received by the
from a chronic stomach complaint. New Mexican from the local weaDeceased Is survived by a widow, five ther man. The temperature at 6 a. m.
"daughters, three sisters and one bro- today was 58 degrees and the lowest
ther. Remains will be laid to rest to
point reached during last night was
morrow in Rosarlo Cemetery.
50 degrees.
The maximum temperaThe Archaeological
Society will ture yesterday was 81 degrees at 2:45
hold an Important meeting tomorrow p. m. and the minimum of 56 degrees

1

-worker

was registered at 2.30 a. m. There
was a mean temperature for the day
of G8 degrees and a mean relative humidity of 20 per cent.
Attention is called to the minutes of
the proceedings of the board of County Commissioners at the session which
commenced June 4th last. The proceedings are of Importance as they
contain the action of the board sitting as a Board of Equalization for
the purpose of examining the tax re
turns, making assessments,
raising
and reducing such and performing
other duties the results of which
come home to many citizens and property owners Individually. The proceedings are published on page six
of this Issue and will be continued
tomorrow.

NEWS NOTES FROM
ESTANCIA VALLEY
Company to Furnish Artesian
Water to Be Incorporated
Soon.
Special to the New Mexican.
Estancia, N. M., June 28.
A large and enthusiastic meeting
was held in the Walker building Monday night for the purpose of pushing
the artesian water movement for the
valley, and the result was most satisfactory. There Is now sufficient money
in the treasury to incorporate and the
company will soon be in working order. The intention is to push the
matter as rapidly as possible until a
good flow of water is developed, then
Estancia will oe on the same footing
as regards water supply as Roswell.
Times are good In the metropolis
of the Estancia Valley, notwithstanding the fact that the stockmen are
busy on the ranches and seldom come
to town except to get supplies. Several new buildings are being completed, among the number the business
house of Felix Gurule on Williams
Avenue, a new market building, erected by Trinidad Romero, Jr., on Fifth
Street, a
cottage now being erected by Cj. F. Easley of Santa
Fe.
All arrangements have been perfected for a rousing celebration here July
fourth, and a barbecue will be one ot
the main features. All New Mexico
is invited, and an excursion train will
be run from Santa Fe to accommodate
the big crowd from that city.
Most of the sheep growers of this

region have finished shearing and
some have commenced dipping. There
sems to be a general tendency to
hold the wool for better prices than
are being offered at present, and a
number have decided to store the
wool.

SPECIAL
ONE WEEK

Read!

Read!

Men's Lace Weave Balbrig-ga- n
$1.25 Underwear
per suit $1.00.
Men's $2 50 Latest Style Straw Hats for Oue Week $2 00

Suits to Order That Are
RIGHT.
Fit Guaranteed
$20.00 Suits $18.50; $22.50 Suits $20.50
$26.00 Suits $23.00; $28.00 Suits $25.00
$32.00 Suits $27.00; $35.00 Suits $30.00
$40.00 Suits $35.00

Coat and Pants

for

wear

summer

$15.00 to $27.00; all the latest patterns, all new, no old styles Experienced Cutter to take measures. Come
and leave your order with us and we'll
do the rest.

F

SAflTA
Edward Ehle, Manager.

r(ABERDASr(ERY
.

Count Your Money

mi

and eee how much more you have today than you had one year ago. Our
ledgers contain many accounts with
balances ranging from $200 to $500 begun a year ago with a dollar or two.
You can do as well if you follow two
rules "Begin," "Keep at It." Savings
Department.

UNITED STATES BAJ

AfID

TRUST COPAJSIY

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

We Have a Hobby ! It is Stroease & Bros. Made
Ready to Wear. We are going to ride it just as long as It is
'

for the Interest of our customers

We havs Tnadg some
pretty strong assertions In the past regarding the make nf tine
clothing. We have said nothing, however, that wa cannot back

with facts.
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to do so.

Come lu and see what you can get for your $15 to $35.

The force of workmen at the local
shops of the Santa Fe Central has
been materially increased during the
past two weeks and tilings are taking
on quite a lively appearance In the
mechanical department.
A BLOOD

RED LAKE.

Peculiarity Manifested by a Sheet
Water In Switzerland.

mt

Lake Morat, In Switzerland, has a
queer habit of turning red about two
or three times every ten years. It is a
pretty lake, like most of the sheets of
water in that picturesque country, and
Its peculiar freak is attributed to a disposition to celebrate the slaughter of
the Burgundians under Charles the
Bold on June 21, 1470, but the French
say that it blushes for the conduct of
the Swiss, who In that battle gave the
Burgundians no quarter.
This phenomenon, of course, has its
legend. The old fishermen of the lake,
who catch enormous fish called allures
and
that weigh between twenty-fivforty kilograms', say when they see the
waters of the lake reddenjng that It is
the blood of the Burgundians. As a
matter of fact, some of the bodies of
the Burgundians killed In, the battle
were thrown into the lake, while others
were tossed into. a grave filled with
quicklime. This historical recollection
angered the Burgundian soldiers of the
victorious armies of the republic In
1798 so much that' they destroyed the
monument raised In honor of their
compatriots who fell heroically In that
battle, and Henri Martin very Justly
reproached them for that piece of vandalism.
It would hardly do to attribute the
reddening of the waters of the lake to
the blood of the soldiers of Charles the
Bold. The coloring is due simply to
the presence In large quantities of little
aquatic plants called by naturalists
rubescens. The curious thing
about it is that Lake Morat is the only
lake in which this curious growth is
e

developed.

THE TURKISH KAIK.
It

More Cloaely Reaemble

the

Gon-

dola Than Anr Other Craft.
Crawford, the author, to whose skillful pen Constantinople Is Indebted for
one of the most charming volumes ever
Issued In its praise, has a word to say
about the Turkish boatmen and their
vehicle, the kalk.
"Constantinople owes much," writes
he, "to the matchless beauty of the
three waters which run together be
neath its walls, and much of their
reputation again has become worldwide by the kalk. It Is disputed and
disputable whether the Turks copied
the Venetian gondola or whether the
Venetians imitated the Turkish kalk,
but the resemblance between them is
to strong as to make it certain that
they have a common origin. Take
from the gondola the 'felse,' or hood,
and the rostrated stem and the remainder Is practically the kalk. It Is
of all craft of Its size the swiftest, the
most easy to handle and the most comfortable, and the Turks generally are
admitted to be the best oarsmen In
,
Europe.
"Indeed, they have need to be, for
both the Bosporus and the Golden
Horn are crowded with craft of every
kind and made dangerous by the swift
est of currents. The distances, too, are
very great and such as no ordinary
oarsman would undertake for pleasure
or for the sake of exercise. It is do
Joke to pull fifteen or sixteen miles
against a stream which In some places
runs four or five knots an Hour."

BARGAINS IN

ORCH-ARD- S

AND RANCHES
Located In the Fruitful and Far Famed
Espanola Valley Thirty Miles
North- of Santa Fe,
The following orchards and farm
properties iu the famed and fruitful
Espanola Valley In southern Rio Arriba County in the Territory of New
Mexico, are for sale at a bargain.
There are satisfactory reasons for selling. The section Is one of the finest
fruit and agricultural, not only in New
The
Mexico, but In the southwest.
supply of water for Irrigation purposes
is ample and stable at all times. The
climate is of the best. For particulars
address R. C. Bonney, real estate and
Insurance agent, Espanola, New Mexico. The properties are:
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In alfalfa,
one acre bearing orchard; small house,
well, bam and corral; all fenced and
under irrigation; one mile from
two' and a half miles to railroad
station; price $30 per acre.
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200
Standard apple trees; six miles from
Espanola; good house, barn, corral
and packing house; produced 2,900
boxes of apples last year; Irrigation
from Rio Grande; price 12,000.
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and marf
ket garden tract,
mile to town,
railroad, postoffice, school and church;
' telegood six room house, having
phone; barn, corral, cellar and pack
ing house; a highly profitable business
and a fine home; produces annually
?700 to f 900 In vegetables alone; price
-

post-offic-

one-hal-

$2,250.
No. 4.

For sale sheep ranch of 520
acres with good fences and Improvements, has excellent waiter, shelter,
hay land and controls several thousand acres of fine goat grazing land.
No better proposition for a paying
sheep ranch in New Mexico.
No. 5. Twenty acres, having about
ten acres of full bearing apples of
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
seven acres of good alfalfa and three
acres garden land, good five room
adobe house, well built and finished,
good barn ; the whole place almost entirely surrounded by a hedge of
trees which serve as a protection
from the wind and add to the attractiveness of the place; produced last
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
a fourth miles east of Espanola.
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one
half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
This place is a full bearing apple orchard and market garden tract of seven acres; a six room house; telephone,
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
wire fence and. house for chickens. A
beautiful and convenient home and a
place to make
money, besides
apples thi3 place, has cherries, nears.
plums, quinces and large beds of as
paragus, spfaadh and rhubarb. The
vegetable products alone of this place
bring In annually $750 to $900. The
net receipts last year In vegetables
ana rruit were over $500. Terms cash,
box-eld-

gd

CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
mess of speckled beauties
were received at the Bon Ton from an
old time friend who sent them to the
manager that they may be served to
the patrons of this Donular Dlace. Call
and. get them now while they are
fresh. They have a cook that knows
how to fix them, and if you want a
real treat In the eating line, whv lust
give them a call, and you
will be
twice as glad.
A fine

New Mexican advertising pays.

LEGAL BLANKS!
TO THE LAWS OF
NEW MEXICO.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has the largest facilities and most
modern machinery for doing all kinds
s
of Printing and Binding in
of Loose-lea- f
style. Manufacturers
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
a specialty. Best Book Bindery in the
Southwest.
Mining Blanks.
sheet.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
sheet
Appeal Bonds,
sheet
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond, on Continuance
CONFORMING

i

first-clas-

.

,

Bond for Appearance, District Court,
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsheet
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum-- ,
sheet.
mons,
sheet
Replevin Boad,
Forcible Entry and De
Execution
sheet.
tainer,
sheet
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Auldavlt,
sheet
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet
Warrant,
sheet
Commitment,
sheet
Attachment Affidavit,
Attachment Bond,
sheet
General Blanks.
sheet.
Bond for Deed,
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
Certificate of Marriage, 75o per dozen.
sheet.
Official Bond,
sheet
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet
Certificate of Election,
sheet
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet
Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
sheet
Letters Testamentary,
sheet
Declaration In Assumpsit
Declaration In Assumpsit on Note,
--

sheet

sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,

sheet

.

...

sheet.
Lease,
sheet
Lease of Personal Property,
Chattel Mortgage,
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
sheet
Power of Attorney,
sheet
Acknowledgment,
sheet
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
sheet
Clause,
sheet
Options,
sheet
Notice of Protest,
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
--

.

sheet
We print the latest end best news.

Warranty Deed,

sheet

sheet
Quit Claim Deed,
sheet
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Deed of Trust, full sheet
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
Homestead Application,
sheet.
Bheet
Affidavit
Homestead Proof, full sheet
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet
Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
sheet.
sheet,
Affidavit,
sheet.
Township Plats,
sheet.
Sheep Contract
sheet
Agreement,
Application for License, Retail Liquor
sheet.
Dealers,
Application for License, Games an
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheeit
e
sheet.
Execution,
sheet.
Summons,
sheet.
Subpoe-- a
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
sheet.
Search Warrant
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
Recorded Brand,
sheet; In Books
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Vensheet
dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
sheet.
Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
Animals not Bearing Owner's Resheet.
corded Brand,
Certificate of Brand,
sbeet,
Special Ruling Work our Specialty.
Our Blank Books speak for them
selves.
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
Auto de Prison,
pllego.
Declarsclon Jurada,
pllegn.
Flanza Oflcial,
pllego.
Flanza Oflcial y Juramemo
pllego.
Flanza para Guardar la Paz,
pllego.
Contrato de Pa tido,
pllego.
sheet..
Escritura de Renuncla,
Documento Garantizado,
pllego.
Formula de Enumeration,
pliego.
Contrato Entres los- - Dlrectores y
pliegos.
Contrato de Combustible,
pllego.
Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 50.
Llbros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
Llbros de Recibos, Supervlsores de

OUR LEADER

S7

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. If you
are in the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa- -

bouts, surreys, and platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
freight added. See line before purchasing.

To Our Furniture

Department

4

i

we have added a fine line of Framed
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
of Ullman & Co., New York. These
goods are attractive and offered at a
low price to introduce them. It costs
you nothing to look at them and be
your own iudge.
SUMMER SPECIAtTIES,
We have a full line of Gold Medal
camp supplies, consisting of folding
cots, tables and chairs. These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
life. Also, full line of tents and supplies. Call and see them.
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of Jars, all
sizes and rubbers.

SAVE YOUR ICE

and consequently your money by pur- Chasing a refrigerator that is built
scientifically and in the most modern
style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guarantee It to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take it off your hands.
You will obtain more refrigerator
Caniino'?, C5c.
pllego. comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
Hipoieca de Blends Mueblea,
than from any other cold storage box.
Documento de Hipoteca,
pliego.
Documento Garantizado, extensa for Saves Ice, saves money, saves worry,
saves health and saves work. Bookma entera.
let for the asking.
Certlficado de Matrlmonio, lflc
sheet.
sheet
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Lode Mining Location,
sheet
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Title Bond to Mining Property,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining Prop
erty,
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
sheet
Coal Declaratory Statement,
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
PICTURES AND FRAMING
Affidaof Attorney and
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
sheet.
vit,
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
sheet
Notice of
Attention, Send for Cataioguj.
Notice
Out
or
Forfeiture,
Publishing
South Broadway
sheet.
J. Pfl
UftUflMin 06
uU. LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
nUnLAHU
Miscellaneous.
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
1903; English aad Spanish; pamph
let, $2.25; full leather, $ .00.
Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather
$1.00; paper bound, 75c.
Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish,
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50.
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Docket
single, $1.25; two or more books,
$1 each.
WHOLESALE
Notary Record, $1.25 eachi
Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75
and
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
nearest express office.
;retail
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.60 a
d'alers in
volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, delivered
at Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c.
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c.
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket $2.75,
320 Page J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, S4.00.
480 Page
Journal, $5.75.
480 Page
Ledger, $6.60.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Re
ports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
sheet.
Gambling Table,
sheet
Application for License,
shet:.
Sheriff's Monthly Report
School Blanks.
To haYe our ,
much the largest asset we hare in our busmess.
sheet.
Oath of School Director,
of
School
of
Certificate
Apportionment
customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
sheet
Funds,
District Clerk's Annual Report,
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
sheet.
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
sheet
Teacher's Certificate,
flheet
Certificate of Appointment,
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It is a great
sheet
Contract for School Teacher,
satisfaction to buy at a store like this. Every article carries with
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
it our guarantee.
sheet
Teachers' Monthly Report
Prices.
.05
On
or sheets, each
Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
1
Full sheet each
2
in Watches; Jewelry, Diamonds.
sheets, per dozen
35
sheets, per dozen
65
Full sheets, per dozen
1.75
sheets, per hundred
2.60
sheets, per hundred
4.00
Full sheets, per hundred
100 assorted blanks take the per
100 price.
On an order of 500 blanks, customer'
business card will be printed under HI
ALL PERIODICALS
lng without extra cost
Size of Blank.
sheet 7x8 inches.
sheet 8xl4 Inches.
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
Promissory Notes, 26: per pad.
"Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
each.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5,
Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
The two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
sheet
Probate Clerk and Recorder,

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

--

ART

RIght-of-Wa-

LEO

HEM

. . .

FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIN, POTATOES,

SALT and SEEDS.

hand-mad-

e

hand-mad-

e

WE COUNT

YOUR GOOD WILL

SQPIT7

(Daily

Papers

Books and Stationery

--

. .

LICENSE LAW.
The new marriage license law' re
quires probate clerks to post three
copies of the new law In conspicuous
places in each precinct The New
Mexican has printed the law neatly
on cardboard and is now ready to fill
orders in English or Spanish at fifty
cents for each poster. Probate clerks
should enter their orders Immediately,
MARRIAGE

Our "Want" Column is popular.

JACOB WELTMER

. .

This Week Only,

Special Sale
and Fancy Lawns.
Ladies,' Misses and Children's Hats.
Parasols, Etc., All Below Cost

New Linens, White

ADOLPH SELIGM AN

.

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE. N.

SANTA

PACE SIX.

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and8811.Doors
08 Of VCILDIHG MAT
Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Sto

A.M. KIN

Cord and Stov
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COAL s WOOD
$5.50
5.00

Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grate
and Orr1 Wood. All orders receive prompt, and careful attention.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
OPFl'E;

Pi

Garfield Ave., Near A., T. 4 S. F. Depot.

SnSSiSS

'Phone No.

35.

Jewelry Catalog No. 49

Our guarantee of
cost
will
and
correct
you nothing.
style
high quality

and save money on your purchases.

WRITE FOR IT TODA.

CATALOG IS FREE.

BROCK
FOURTH

4

&

FEAGANS, Jewelers
LOS ANGELES,

BROADWAY

CAL.

EL PASO ROUTE

This handsome solid vestibuled train runs through to New Orleans, Shreveport and t St Louis without change. Carrie through
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
nd Southeast
connections made for all points North, Ea

TAKE
THE :

NEW

FAST
TRAIN.

HIGBT EXPRESS.
TRAIN

250,-00-

FLOUR

m.

Mountain Time

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or addrefla,
R. W. CURTIS,
Southwestern Pasttnger Agent,
. .

TIX.

KL PASO,

E. P.

Tuknm.

ha. Passenger

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Texas.

MILL

0

FOR SALE.

Machinery complete, Including boil
30 barrel roller flow
mill. Address, Martin Lehman, Laa
Cruces, New Mexico.

er.and engine for

Thursday, juns a,

OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS OF THE sessed on personal property, 70; RaCOMMIS fael Roybal, assessed $25 on real esOF COUNTY
BOARD
SIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF tate and $10 on personal property.
The board then adjourned until
SANTA FE, SITTING PART OF
THE TIME AS A BOARD OF 9:30 o'clock a. m., June 5, 1906.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
DURING ITS SES
EQUALIZATION
Chairman.
COMMENCING
MONDAY,
SIONS
,
MARCOS

'

JUNE 4, 1906.

CASTILLO,

Clerk.

Santa Fe, N. M,, June 4, 1906.
The Board of County Commissioners
met at 10 o'clock a. m. as a Board
of Equalization.
There were present
Hon. Arthur Seligman, chairman;
Hon. A. L. Kendall and Hon. Jose Ines
Roybal, commissioners; Marcos Castillo, clerk.
Tax schedules for the year 1906
were taken up and action taken as
follows:
Assessments and changes in assessments In Precinct No. 1.
Estanlslado Gallegos, raised on real
estate from $20 to $40.
Benito Lujan, assessed on house,
$60.

Pursuant to adjournment the board

Commissioners met as a
Board of Equalization June 5, 1906,
at 10 o'clock a. m. All members
present.
Carlos Valdez, raised on real estate
in Precinct No. 22 from $145 to $170.
Miguel Herrera, raised on personal
property in Precinct No. 22 from $155
of County

to $180.

The board adjourned until

2

o'clpdk

p. m.

Pursuant to adjournment the board
met at 2 o'clock and adjourned as a
Board of Equalization and met as a
Board of County Commissioners.
Architect I. H. Rapp presented contract with John A. (Laughlin of Trinidad, Colorado, for the Jail building,
for signature, which contract was duly
signed and ordered filed.
Account of Digneo & Salas for
painting court house was approved
and ordered paid.
The board adjourned as Board of
County Commissioners and met as a
Board of Equalization.
The assessment of Maestas Jimenez,
Precinct No. 2, fixed for the year 1906
the same as for the year 1905.
The following changes in assess
ments and assessments were made In
Precinct No. 2.
J. Climaco Ortiz, raised on real
from $25 to $100 and assessed
on personal property, $25.
Yellow Pine Lumber Company, rais
ed on personal property from $1,000

HOUSES TO RENT.
Agapito Lopez, exemption not alHouses to rent, lease or for sale, lowed.
furnished or unfurnished, good locaJose A. Lujan, raised on real estate
tions. Call on the reliable Arm, Hughe? from $5 to $25.
& Delgado. Office west side of Plaza.
Jose Perez Qulntana, exemption not
allowed.
Francisco A. Romero, raised on real
estate from $125 to $225.
A Lesson In Health
Deluvino Romero, assessed $50 on
Healthy kidney filter the Impurities from the blood, and unless they real estate.
' Juan C.
do this, good health
is impossible.
Romero, raised on one tract
kidof
real estate from $10 to $30 and on
sound
Cure
makes
Foley's Kidney
neys and will positively cure all forms another tract from $6 to $40.
of kidney and bladder
disease. It
Felipe Romero, assessed on house,
$25.
the whole system.
strengthens
Maria Inez Rivera de Roybal, asPharmacy.
sessed on Interest In the Grant
SANTA FE EXCURSION
$10.
RATES EAST
Cosme Roybal, raised on real estate
Summer rates have been made by from $108 to $200.
the Santa Fe to points in the states of
Florencio Roybal, assessed on perto $1,500.
Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, sonal property, $45.
Matias Zamora, raised on house, $10.
Antonia Maria Salazar y Garcia, exMissouri, Nebraska, North Dakota- South Dakota, Memphis, Tenn., Wis- - emption not allowed.
Jose Atanacio Sals, exemption not
eonsln and Wyoming.
Petra L. Boquet de Wledner, exemp- allowed.
These rates are a. little more than tion not allowed.
Pedro A. Romero, assessed on perone fare for the round trip. The
The board adjourned until 2:30 sonal property, $219.
round trip rate to Chicago be.ng $48.35, o'clock p. m.
William H. Wise, raised on real es- Kansas City $35.85, St. Louis $43.35,
Pursuant to adjournment, the board state from $920 to $1,100.
Memphis $45.50. Dates of sale, June met as a Board of Equalization at 2; 30
Andrew A. Tulller, raised on real
1st and 2d, June 9th to 16th, July 1st o'clock, immediately
adjourned and estate from $500 to $675.
,
to 10, good for return passage until met as the Board of County CommisEdward Miller, raised on real esOctober 31st, for particulars call on sioners." All members present.
tate from $2,205 to $2,215, and on
agents of the Santa Fe.
Propositions for the erection of a personal property from $110 to $150.
H. S. LUTZ,
Alphonso Dockweiller, raised on
County Jail building were submitted
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M. by the following contractors:
real estate from $788 to $1,020.
The following changes in assessJohn A. Laughlin Proposition No.
The disgusting discharges from the 1, $8,390;
proposition No. 2, $7,390; ments and assessments were made in
nose and throat, and the foul catarrhal
proposition No. 3, $7,790; proposition Precinct No. 5.
breath, are quickly dispensed witn by No. 4, $7,250; proposition No. 5,
Pablo Ortiz, assessed on interest in
using Dr. Shoop's Catarrh Cure. Such $7,140. For excavation In cellar, 35 Ortiz's Grant, $50.
soothing' antiseptic agents as Oil Eu cents per cubic yard; excavation in
Jose R. Romero and brother, raised
calyptus, Thymol, Wild Indigo, etc., trenches, 50 cents per cubic yard. on real estate from $30 to $45.
have been incorporated Into a snow- - Crown on
rubble, $2.75 per peroh.
Augusta Probst, raised on real eswhite cream, making a catarrhal balm
Concrete in foundation, $6 per cubic tate from $200 to $400.
unexcelled. Sold by Fischer Drug Co,
Prudencio Sandoval, raised on real
Time for completion, five
vard.
estate from $50 to $100.
months.
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT, GRAND
M. M. Sundt of Las Vegas submit
Brown & Manzanares of Las Vegas,
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.
Interest in Tenon
raised
the
ted
following:
13
to 18, 1906
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug.
in
of nessee mine and
Commissioners
of
Board
County
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
$92
from
M.:
mine
N.
Tree
terest
Pine
in
Fe
Santa
County,
will sell tickets to Minneapolis and
I respectfully submit my bid for to $110.
return at a rate of $31.30.
Albina Ma. Gallegos de Romero,
Dates of sale Aug. 10th and 11th; the erection and completion of a
in Santa Fe, N. M accord raised on real estate from $65 to $85,
county
jail
return
for
good
passage Sept. 30th,
Agaplta Lopez de Romero, raised on
1906.
ing to plans and specifications pre
pared for same by Rapp & Rapp, arch' real estate from $50 to $100.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Anastacio Martinez, raised on real
ltects, as follows:
Santa Fe, N. M.
Proposition No. 1, $8,886; proposl estate from $75 to $100.
Felix Romero of Pena Blanoa, ex
A man who is in perfect health, so tion No. 3, $8,326; proposition No. 4,
he can do an honest day's work when $7,712; proposition No. 5, $7,490.
emption not allowed.
Adjourned until June 6, at 10
necessary, has much for which he , J. J. Rutherford of Albuquerque sun
o'clock, a. m.
should be thankful. Mr. L. C. Rodgers, mitted the following:
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
of Blanchton, Pa., writes that he was To the Board of County Commission
Chairman.
ers:
not only unable to work, but he
MARCOS CASTILLO,
I will build the jail building accordcouldn't stoop over to tie his own
Clerk.
shoes. Six bottles of Foley's Kidney ing to the plans arid specifications,
Cure made a new man of him. He that is, according to specifications-Proposit- ion
Pursuant to adjournment the Board
No. 1, $9,890; proposition of
says, "Success to Foley's Kidney
Equalization met at 10 o'clock a.
No. 3,
No. 2, $10,700; proposition
Cure." Ireland's Pharmacy.'
m., June 6, 1900. AH members
$9,290;
proposition No. 4, $8,172;
NATIONAL
HOLIDAY,
proposition No. 6, $8,072. To be com
and
The following assessments
JULY 4TH, 1906. plete in every particular with the
changes in assessments were made in
exception of plumbing, heating, cells, Precinct No. 6:
by other
For the above occasion the Santa etc., specified to
Estevan Mares, raised on real esFe will sell tickets to all points on contractors; any extra excavation nec- tate from $15 to $50.
their line in New Mexico, Colorado essary will be at the rate of 50 cents
Bonifacio Narvais, raised on perand Texas, (El Paso line) at one fare per yard. I will agree to complete sonal property from $42 to $110.
for the round trip. Dates of sale July the building In six months from date
German Pino, raised on real estate
id and 4th, good for return passage of contract.
from $293 to $393.
Motion made by Mr. Seligman and
H. S. LUTZ,
July 6th, 1906.
Apolonio Rael, assessed on personal
Agent; Santa Fe, N. M. duly seconded, that the contract for property and real estate, $1,615.
the erection of the new jail building
Francisco Rael, assessed on per
If your Stomach is Weak,
be given to John A. Laughlin, of Trin- sonal property and real estate, $896.
If your Food distresses you,
idad, Colorado, as per Ms bid on
Antonio Rlbera, assessed on house,
If you are Weak and Nervous,
proposition No. 2, for the sum of $15, and on household furniture, $10.
use Dr. snoops Kestorative one seven thousand three hundred and John H.
Walker, Precinct No. 17,
month and see what it does for you. ninety ($7,390) with the understanding
raised on personal property from $215
Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
that in case of deferred payments to $325.
same shall carry not to exceed six
and
The following assessments
ANNUAL MEETING.
per cent interest. Unanimously car- changes In assessments were made In
Benevolent and Protective Order of ried, Kendall, Roybal and Seligman
Precinct No. 7:
Elks, Denver, Colorado,
voting "yes."
J. B. McAfee, raised on real estate
On
Architects
July
motion, duly carried,
from $500 to $800.
For the above occasion, the Santa Rapp & Rapp were directed to enter
J. P. Williams, raised on real es
sell tickets to Denver and re Into proper contract With Jofai A.
tate
from $200 to $300.
turn at the rate of one fare $16.90, fo Laughlin, and to secure proper bond,
Mary Yontz, raised on real estate
the round trip. Dates of sale July etc., for faithful performance of the
from $50 to $100.
13th, 14th and 15th. Good for return contract.
J. R. Cushler, raised on real es20th.
Low
until
rates
passage
August
The following resolution was adopt- tate from $300 to $400.
from all points on the Santa Fe t ed:
C. De Lallo, raised on real estate
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Denver.
The road overseer of Precinct No. from $300 to $400.
15, is hereby directed to comply with
M. Friedman & Brother, raised on
W. R. Ward, of Dyersbur
Tenn., the request of the petitioners for a
real estate from $300 to $500.
writes: "This is to certify that I have new road to be
opened commencing at
Mrs. F. Griffith, raised on real esused Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup for the land
belonging to Rev. Halter-ma- tate from $275 to $400.
chronic constipation, and it has provto connect with Pollcarplo Va
Joe Granlto, assessed one horse, $15
en, without a doubt, to be a thorough, lencia's
place, provided that the right and one wagon $15; raised on merfor
this
and
trouble,
practical remedy
of way be donated to the county chandise from $200 to $500.
It is with pleasure I offer my consciwithout any cost for said road, and
Martha J. Hampton, raised on real
entious reference." Ireland's
the clerk is directed to notify the over- estate from $250 to $400.
seer of this action.
Mary J. Hammond, raised on real
On motion, duly carried, the col- estate
from $35 to $100.
CITY OF MEXICO VIA SANTA FE.
lector and treasurer is hereby ordered
Maud L. Hurt, raised on real es$43.65.
to strike from the tax rolls for the tate from $210
to $350.
One fare for the round trip, dates
year 1905 the sum of $55, assessed
The board adjourned until 2 o'clock
of sale April 25th to May 5th, return
Allen Butcher In Precinct
against
p. m.
limit July 31st.
No. 3.
(Continued Tomorrow.)
Also on June 25th to July 7th, reOn motion, duly carried, the Col
turn limit September 16th. Also September 3d to 14th Inclusive, return lector and Treasurer Is hereby directWe print all the latesit and beat
limit October 31st. Liberal stop overs ed to assess Alcarlo Lopez of Pre' news The New Mexican.
15
No.
cinct
for eighty goats at $1.10
allowed.
per head, he having been erroneously
Just like Santa Fe all the way.
FOB WOOD, HAY. ETC.
assessed for the years 1904 and 1905. PROPOSALS
Call on any agent for Information.
Santa Fe. New Mexico. June R. 1B'6
Sealed
board
The
then
as
a
proposals platnlv marked on the outadjourned
H. S. LUTZ.
side of the envlope. "Proposals (or Wood
Aennt. Santa Fe, N. M Board of County Commissioners and Hay Etc " and addressed to the ilnderslirned
went Into session as a Board of at Santa Fe, New Mexico, wIP be received at
he Indl n School
til 2 o'clock p, m. of
Dr. Shoop who Is stopping In Santa Equalization.
July 11 lflOfl. for furnishing mid del:verinr at
sohool
the
as
The
durinir the fiscal year
assessraises
and
required
following
Fe for a few weeks has given us the
ending June (0, 1907, about 100 cords of wood,
agency of his Dr. Shoop's Health Cof ments were made In Precinct No. 1; 86 ton of hay, M.0T0 lbs. of potatoes, and MO
chile, m per specification,
Luis Trujlllo's heirs raised on real lbs. of
fee. We would like very much to have
obtainable at the school. Ridden will
our customers and others try a estate from $200 to $350; also raised clearly In their bids the price of ech article
to be offered
contract. All supplies
package of this most excellent cereal on house and lot In Precinct No. 22 o offered willunder
be rieidly Inspected. The
Coffee. Dr. Shoop has found that ner- from $200 to $300; on another house right la reorvd to reject any or all bll. o'
part nf any hid, if deemed for the beat
vous troubles, stomach, liver and kid' and lot In Precinct No. 22, from $175 any
Interest! of the Service Each bid must be
to
also
on
estate
assessed
$275;
real
are
by a certified check or draft
accompanied
etc.,
invariably
ney complaints,
nnonsome United states depository or solaggravated by coffee drinking. To in Precinct No. 22, $500.
vent national hnnlr. made navnble to the or
Ramon S. Trujillo, raised on real der of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
avoid this, he created his Health Cof
for at least per cent of the amount of the
fee, using pure toasted grains, malt, estate from $200 to $300; also on proposal, which
check or draft shall be forto the United States in case any bidder
fruits, etc. The flavor Is of true Old land In Precinct No. 22 from $75 to feited
recei-inan award (hall fail to execute
Government Java Coffee, yet not a $175.
accordprotrptly a satisfactory contractheinreturned
to
Rosarlo Ortiz, assessed on personal ance with hit hid ; otherwiseinformation
grain of true Coffee Is used. Sold br
to the bidder For further
apply
Cart wright-D- a vis Co.
property, $110; Vicente Roybal, as to Clinton i. CrandaU, Superintendent.
Ire-and-
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Mothers'
Friend

H EADQUARTERS
for Wedding Cards ad Aanovacemtito at
the New Mexican.

THE HEW SE11CRK PB1KTIHS C0H1PRHY

It the Place

Service Is Unsurpassed
u

Fin Dtii, Ciri Sums

ni Pii

'

16-2-

For

Mercantile Stationery
Hannfactnrer Of

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Fe,
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New Mexico.
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Those ArvjulHeadaclffS

1

Are sure indications of som form of stomach
trouble, biliousness or a bod livor. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and above all,
don'ttake calomel or quinine both are dangerous

bt'-don-

Otir Rates are Low and

Every mother feels a

great dread of the pain
and danger attendant upon
the most critical period
of her life.
Becoming
a mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great .
pain and danger of maternity ; this hour which is dreaded as woman's ;
eeveest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided :
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or .
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are,
overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the
serious nccidents so common to the critical
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
Friend. "It is worth its weight in gold,"
says many who have used it. $1.00 per
Book containing
bottle at drug stores.
valuable information of interest to all women, will
be sent to any address free upon application to
BttADFIELO REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, On.

h

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at 6:50 p.

K
V

WANTED From 100,000 up to
acres of land In a body, prefer
half to be level, if possible must be
cheap. Address all communications
to Walker & Davisson, Immigration
Agents A. T. S. F. R. R., Hagerman,
New Mexico.
ROLLER

Raton anil Monero Screened Lump, per ton
Good Commercial Raton Nut

J

FOR RENT Four roomed furnished
house on fruit ranch In Tesuque Valley. Climate delightful. Low monthly
rental. For particulars address R. G.
C, Box 440, Santa Fe, N. M.

It.

HERBINE1

has all their virtues none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly will forestall headaches, put
the digestive organs in perfect condition, head off biliousness, headaches,
liver ills, keep yon in good health,
TRY IT,
All Druggists.
50a tx Bottle.
TO-DA-

The

l

CHICAGO.
$31.50
ST. LOUIS,
$26.50
KANSAS CITY.
$19.00

ONE FARE

Plus $2.00 for
the Round Trip
June 1 and 2,
and 9 to 16,
July 1 to 10.
Return Limit
October' 31st.
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Rates
r to'roportionately
Hundreds
Low

of Other

Eastern Pointi.

.

-

Through Sleeping Cars to

Kansas City, Chicago and St. Louis
ELEGANT DINING CAR
Meals a la Carte.

Cars Equipped With
LECTRIC LIGHTS AND FANS
All

f

call on or

H. B. KOOSER, O. W. F. &P.A.
1700

Stout Street,

.

address

J. H. GINET, Jr., T. P.

Denver, Colo.

Printing
Company

11

st-t- e

For Further Information

New Mexican
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;lank Hooks and

Ledgers.

THURSDAY, JUNE 28,

SANTA

1906.
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WORK FOR
SYLVIA
"By
Copyright,

by K. C. Parcella

Belen

Sylvia Maine stretched out u gaunt
arm and slammed down the window of
her little dressmaking shop.
"Looks like spring wanted to git In
here, too," she remarked precariously
through the mouthful of pins which
the was deftly transferring to the
. folds of the gleamlrg white satin gown
draped on the lovelj girl who stood patiently before her. Sie continued:
"The laycock buds Js all bustln out,
and the wind smells good enough to
"
eat, but I can't have It blowln' your
hair Into my eyes and settln' these
folds skewia'. You'd have a conniption
fit If your weddln' dress didn't set
good, and so would 'I. It would disgrace me. I've made, every weddln'
dress In this village for fifteen years,
all except Mandy Butler's, which was
city made, thouRh I don't just say that
bad anything to do with her beln" divorced In a year's time." Nelly laughed as she replied:
"I'm not sure that I'd know It If It
didn't fit, Sylvy. Is it silly to be so
happy? Here Harry and I've been engaged only a year, and our folks all
like It, and now bis grandfather leaves
him all that money, and everything's
perfect." She blushed with shy pleasure to the roots of her beautiful blond
hair. The withered little spinster dressmaker sighed. Her only love bad in
anger married another woman and had
been unhappy till his early death.
"It's silly not to be as happy as the
Lord will lot you be, Nelly.
don't let
myself git too old to forglt that. Yon
and Harry be as happy as you can and
be good. There ain't that sleeve
sweet? I got to git this dress of yours
done this week so's I ran git at Annie
Palne's. Iter weddin's in June too. It's
the Lord's own month for weddin's,
and there had ought to be another besides yours and Annie's in tills village." Nelly's resplendent Image In
the glass made her ask absently:
"What other wedding do you mean?"
"John King's and Alice White's."
Nelly considered the fit of her little
girdle before she said carelessly :
"Why, they've been engaged forever.
Everybody's used to It. I guess they
are themselves, or they'd do something
about It. I know Harry would not
wait that way for me he he cares too
much."
Nelly at twenty saw no romance In a
ten years' engagement, but Sylvia
knew that no woman gets used to being always engaged and never mnr-rleShe took the last pin from her
mouth and explained:
"It's his mother and her father that
stand In the way. They are selfish old
coots to stand In the way of the children's happiness. Even If Alice's father had any one to look after him I
doubt whether Alice, who is the sweetest thing that ever lived, could get
along with John's mother. She's a
beady old piece if she is smart and
handsome, and she likes her own way
to
too well to want a dangliter-te-Iahave first place in the house John has
earned and built with bis own bands.
His father was no earthly account, and
folks do say nil Mrs. King married him
for was to spite Cornelia Jones, who
was dead In love with him and was
never married on that account, they
say." Sylvia took the soft satin carefully off over the girl's pink shoulders.
Nelly's sympathy was aroused. As she
dressed she made a laughing proposal.
"Well, something ought to be done,
and It's work for you, Sylvy. You're
always setting things straight for people. Why don't the old folks get themselves out of the way? Why, they
might get married they might marry
each other! You attend to It you've
done harder tilings and I'll help you
out."
As the girl stepped out Into the sun
shine Slyvia sank Into a chair.
"She beats time!" she muttered. "But
It ain't a bad idea. It ain't a half bad
Idee, and I wonder at myself for not
1

thinkln' oflt."
Meantime Nelly sauntered toward the
King cottage, where John's mother
was at work among the flower beds.
The widow was a tall, slim old lady,
as neat as wax and still handsome in
a warlike sort of way, with very black,
snappy eyes, white teeth and thick
gray hair. Nelly stopped and leaned
over the fence.
"Good morning, Mrs. King." The old
lady came along, with her trowel, to
smile at the pretty girl. She was extremely fond of any girl who was engaged or not likely to want her son
John. Nelly chatted away.
"I've been for the last fitting of my
wedding dress. Sylvy's a genius! She's
perfectly lovely! When Is John going
to be married, Mrs. King?" she Inquired Innocently. The old lady stiffened,
but Nelly continued: "I'm so happy
that I want everybody to be! Sylvy
says that Cornelia Jones Is setting her
cap at Alice's father, and I hope she
gets him, so Alice can come here with
you and John. She would take tb
work off your hands, and she's so
sweet! But I'll be rather sorry for Mr.
White. Cornelia is such a desperate
old maid and no cook or housekeeper
t all, and he's so good looking and
well off that be deserves a better woman to take care of things. Well, men
are queer, and she certainly must have
baan awfully pretty once."
Mrs. King snorted.
"She was never a mite pretty, to my
mind. She set her cap at John's father
when we were girls, but she didn't get
Mm. Oh, must you go?"
Nelly said goodby and went her way,
seemingly unconscious of the 'storm of
wrath she awakened in the widow's
bosom. John's mother knew be would
marry some day in spite of her, and
she dreaded the day.
Toward evening Sylvia went to see
Alice White, though she knew perfectly well that the girl would be at choir
practice. She lingered a moment on
the porch, where Alice's father sat
smoking. He was a straight, blue eyed
old man. Sylvia sat down on the steps
'
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Old Mexico.
1,000 busine?s and residence lots, size 25x140 feet, laid

streets, with alleys 20 feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old

out with broad 80 and

70-fo- ot

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments ; the 3elen Patent Roll
er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; thre hotels, restaurants, ete.,

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New

Its importance as a great commercial
cit in the near future cannot 1 estimated.

railroad

SEVEN.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

liVfl

Located on Belen
ALL

LIMITED

FAST

Santa Fe R'y

of

Cut-of- f

EXPRESS,

MAIL AND

FREIGHT TRAINS OF TJIE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the city,, well graded (macy of them improved by cultivation) ; no sand or
We aeed a first class bakery, tailor shop, shoe
house, jeweler, plumbing tho., planing mill, coal and wood

gravel.

yard, drug store, barnesb shop, etc., etc., also a

tnt claw,

modern hotel.

Our price of lnr are low nd terms on eay payment;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
d
purchase money,
s
cash.
with
remain
on note,
may
mortgage
One-thir-

BELEN TOWNSITE

Belen is the largest shipping point

Mexico.

PAvi

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

of the Main Line of the Santa Fo Systemleading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and

Two-third-

for one year, with 8 per cent, interest thereon.
Apply at onoe for map and pricfa, ii you wih to wean

JOHN BECKER, Piwirtimt.
Wii. M. BEKGER, Secretary.

the choicest

lot,

u

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
ishln'' Nelly IieunV, and uoxf if will ba
Annie I'aine's. If what 1 hoar Is so,
perhaps It'll be your Alice's before
long." The old man squirmed aud
asked what she mount. Ho wanted uo
though he could not object

to John.

"Why, you won't believe It, but that
half lillud, hobbling old Judson is making up to the Widow King, they say.
She's handsome and young lookln' and
well heeled, the best cook In town and
economical too. She's good tempered,
except about John's marryln' Alice,
and I kind of hate to see her throw herself away. But Judsou's a sly old
coot. Anyhow, I hope she marries and
leaves John free. He and Alice have
waited long enough It ain't right!
Well, I got to be goin'. You tell Alice
I was here." She walked off, leaving
the old man with a new fear and with
a new Idea in his head. That Judson!
He and Judson hud always conflicted.
He grunted md lit his pipe.
Spring passed into early summer
and in June Nelly aud Harry and Annie and Klcbard were married. Alice,
sweet aud grave and dark eyed, sang
at the weddings. Her rich soprano
was Indispensable. John watched her
In love and despair and began to wonder If, after all, prudence and caution
were not sometimes vices as well as
virtues. Would he never be free to
take Alice to his own home? Would
she never leave her father to come to
him? He went to see her much oftener
than had bepn his habit, and, strange
to say, of evenings ber father disappeared, no one asked where, and left
them to themselves. John and Alice
were again almost the boy and girl
lovers of ten years ago. They too'c
twilight walks and long drives unmolested and unquestioned and were very
'
happy.
With surprise John began to realiz0
that his mother no longer nagged him
about bis engagement nor had fits of
weeping, during which she declared
that he was going to make her a stranger and a dependent in her owu bous
Then one evening he took courage
and masterfully laid before Alice
plan to brave everybody. Finally she
yielded, though she dreaded the explanation that would have to follow.
One soft September evening John,
with a license In his pocket, drove to
her door and told her father he was
going to take her for a drive to Lynn- vllle, ten miles away, and that they
would not be back till evening. The
old man was used to their driving and
said nothlug. In fact, he seemed al
most anxious to have Alice go.
Late In the evening they returned
man and wife.
John tied the borse
and went in to have It out with Alice's
father. But the old man, straneelr
enough, was not to be found. Thev
waited awhile, and then John left her
to go tell his mother.
When he had gone Alice sat, silent.
In the big chair on the porch, happy In
spite of the probable trouble John't
mother would make, happy In the face
of her father's certain anger. At any
rate, nothing on earth could make her
anything but John's wife. So she wait
ed for John and wondered where her
father could possibly he. In half an
hour she beard John's quick, eager
footsteps. He swung In at the gate
and almost ran to take her in tils arms.
He kissed her, and he laughed-actua- lly
a boy. Then he exlaughed-li- ke
plained:
"He's at. my house your father. It
seems they took advantage of our absence to marry each other. Alice.
How's that for sly? They braved me
to my face, but they were so afraid
that we would be angry that they were
positively rolleved when I told them
what we'd done. They are coming
over here tomorrow, dearest, and then
our home will be our own."
Then John, being a man, could not
just see why Alice could declare that
she was perfectly happy and still
But
should weep on fiis shoulder.
Sylvia was a woman she would have
known the reason.

The World' Water Supply.
German scientist predicts that the
time will come when there will not be
water enough remaining on this globe
to support human life. We are left to
suppose tha our shrinking sphere will
form caverns In Its Interior Into which
the oceans .vlll sink. For a similar
reason, as orae astronomers believe,
there Is no man In the moon, the former waters on Its surface, If there ever
were any,. having retired Into Its cavernous Interior.- - We have no evidence
to rest
"I been awful busy," she remarked. at present of subterranean hollows of
"Folks will get married, and that any extent, nd the earth's crust is
adjustl;ig Itsplf hy earthquake
fneans wedflln- dresses. I'm fust n-

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

MET

Joanna Jtingtt
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A

dislocations to the pressures within and
without. Besides, nature has provided
this planet ' ours with a rather large
s
water supple. Nearly
of
the earth's surface or 144,712,85o
square miles are covered by the ocean,
which Is reckoned to be of an averag
depth of at least two miles. The glob
must contract enormously and leav
some huge cavities before our ocean
disappear. At present Its crust by uo
means resembles a rigid arch. It Is i
wavy curve, the tops of Its mountains
more than five miles high nod the lowest of its sea floors more than five
miles deep. We may safely count on
several millions of years before the
last man has not a drop to drink.
three-fourth-

BUNDLE HANDKERCHIEFS.
New England by tlie
Salem Sea Captain.
Housewives of today would not know
what was meant by the bundle handkerchief, yet 100 years ago the woman
who did not have a pile of them neatly
folded and Ironed and laid away in
smooth piles In a drawer of one of the
capacious closets which were then
built into houses was considered a poor
housekeeper. The bundle handkerchief
was first Introduced by the Salem sea
captains. It was brought from abroad
with choice things, such as sandalwood
fans, guava jelly and amber beads.
Those Imported were the white India
silk and were used to tie around the
"best cap" box when ladles went out to
spend the afternoon. Those of home
make were of squares of calico or muslin, and used for everyday bundles.
When ladles went visiting to other
towns their piles of dainty, handmade
underware were wrapped In fine lawn
or linen handkerchiefs sweet with lavender and orris. A new gown always
came home from the dressmaker's carefully pinned In a thin, worn and much
used madras handkerchief.
No Salem infant was considered to
have been properly Introduced to society till it had dangled In a bundle
handkerchief from a pair of steelyard

Introduced Into

pasteTfsliades fiTmatchtIieliew" flirted"
H. E. No. 8255.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
papers, and women will search all the
shops In the city to get a wax that corDepartment of the Interior.
responds with the tone of the paper.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
(SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORBANCE (1ATEWAV.
Occasionally, when this is impossible,
June 5, 1906.
will
a
a
select
shade
that
make
they
Notice is hereby given that the folPASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE. STEAMSHIP
sharp contrast and yet be of the same lowing named settler has filed notice 'AST
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLf
color.
of his Intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
A
A
Elbow Sleeves,
proof will be made before the regiss
Elbow sleeves are upon
ter or receiver at .Santa Fe, N. M.,
of the dressy blouses, but they usually on July 12, 190(1, viz.
,
George A.
come below the elbow, ending in a
for the N 2 SW 4, Sec. 13; N 2
close fitting band or little frills, and If SE 4, Sec.
14, T 10 N, R. 13 E. He
they end above the point of the elbow names the following witnesses to
deeper frills cover the elbow. The prove his continuous residence
upon
blouse even at Its best Is only Inform- and
cultivation of said land, viz:
al or demltollet, and sleeves for sucb
Juan Ortiz, of Oallsteo, N. M.
wear should cover the elbow point.
Pedro Lopez, of Galisteo, N. M.
Teodoro Vlanneba, Galisteo, N. M,
Collar Plna.
Emlterio Chavez, Palma, N. M.
There is an odd fashion of wearing
MANUEL R. OTERO,
jeweled safety pins which has been
Register.
adopted by the wearers of the pretty
little lingerie collars. These tiny pins
are used to keep the collar In place.
Special summer rates to Los Anee
One Is pinned at the back, one on each les, San Francisco, and Pacific Coast
side and another In front, the front one points by way of the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railway, E. P. & S. W. Railway,
being larger than the others.
EI Paso & Southern Pacific Railway.
For Information call on or address S.
For All Round Wear.
The model Illustrated is exceedingly B. Grimshaw, general passenger agent.
simple and shown as a wrap for ordinary carriage wear, a garment to
If you want anvthing on earth try
take the place of the old time "duster" a New Mexican "ad."
that our grandmothers donned to cover
and protect their best gowns. Just a
little touch of ornamentation In the
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
shape of oriental embroidery makes

Santa Fe Central Railway System.
S

nine-tenth-

Rig-don-

No
Regu
lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
A. M.

P. m.

H. F. STEPHENS, W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
convocation 2nd Mon
day of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso A Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grende Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

8. SPITZ, H. P.
Secy,

ARTHUR SELIGMAN,

Santa Fe Commandery No
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
: 30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, E. C.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.

Smart Salt For a Boy.
The sturdy little suit shown is one
much liked by mothers who fashion
their small sons' wardrobes. It consists of blouse and bloomers and Is
not only practical, but very smart. The
blouse has a shaped yoke, from be-

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening
in
'
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza

-

GRACEFUL WBAP.

this garment quite as suitable for
piazza or garden party use as for more
simple wear.
If a becoming style Is selected in a
mode not too extreme, but with a
touch of originality In Its lines or
makeup, a coat of this sort will not
look passe If worn for several seasons
and may be sent to the cleaner or dyer
and come out like new each time,
while garnitures can easily be replaced.
Lightweight cloths of plain surface
or with serge finish are quite as suitable as the rough silks, but hardly as
stylish or as durable.

Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLET, 32.
Venerable Master
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. G.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
KNIGHT8 OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights o!
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at t
o'clock. Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street
Lowell' Motto,
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
In a eulogy which appeared in the fraternal welcome.'
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. O.
Century Magazine just after Lowell's
death are these words: "This Is LowJ. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
ell's legacy as a patriot, not the sentiR. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
ment, 'My country, right or wrong,'
never
be
It
shall
but 'My country
B. P. O. E.
wrong If I can help It. "
Santa Fe Lodse, No. 40, B. P. O. H.,
No DiiKnlae,
holds Its regular session on the second
Husband (admiringly) There's no
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
use trying to disguise the fact that you
Visiting brothers are Invited and wol
are smarter than I am, my dear. Wife come.
NORMAN L. KING, B. B
has
The
fact, my love,
(complacently)
A. J. FISCHER, Secy,
never been In disguise among those
who know us.
FRATERNAL UNION.
Diaries,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
If the people who keep diaries are Union of America. Regular meetings
wise they never put Into them the first and third Mondays in each month
things that would make them most In- at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
teresting to other people In the years San Francisco street Visiting Frat-er-s
to come. Boston Globe.
welcome.
R. L. BAOa, mteroal Master
No man likes to be surpassed by men
DAVID GONZALBS. Secy.
of his own level. LIvy.
MAGGia O. MONTOYA, Tmi

S. B. GRIMSHAW,

Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst. Sec'y and Treaa,

P. m.

WOMAN AND FASHION

Stationery Fade.
Most noticeable of all the stationery
fads is the sealing wax that Is used by
every one uow. It does not look like
the kinds most of us are familiar with,
because, ills made In all the delicate

mWww

Montezuma Lodge

1, A. F.

When the servants went to the bakery they carried a couple of coarse blue
checked bundle handkerchiefs, and In
one was wrapped the pot of beans, and
in the other was wrapped the brown
bread.

BLOCSB AND BLOOMERS.

Liiiiu

MASONIC.

scales.

neath the points of which single box
plaits extend. A straight front piece
In panel effect Is stitched on the edges
and adorned with buttons. The belt
which girdles It In long walsted effect
may be of leather or the material. The
bloomers are full enough to allow
plenty of freedom to youthful legs.
Serge and butcher's linen are the most
serviceable and popular stuffs for boys'
suits, and this one Is suited to these
fabrics.

TICtTt

J. P. LYNG,
A. u GRIMSHAW,
Trav. Freight and Pass. AgL
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
PRICE-LIS-

T

15c
Stamp, not over 2$ inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 and not over Z inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 J and not over 5 inches long. . . .25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20a
One-lin- e
5c
Stamp, over 6 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25e extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hainch in size, we charge
for one line for each one-ha- lf
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
60c
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
85c
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
$1,50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1.00
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
1x2, 10c; 2x3, 15c; 2x3J, 25c; 2jx4, 35c; 3x6, 0c;
One-lin- e

lf

4x?i,

75c.

FOB TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

JIE1V

lEXlCAfJ PRIJUTip
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.'

,

CO.
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! PREDICTS

BUTCHERS

JETJE

DEFEAT

MIEHOOD
CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

CO.

S

Continued from Paue One.

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
opportunities of Santa Fe, of Taos
and of the natural wealth of their
surroundings will not He undeveloped
may years longer, and that the day of
growth and prosperity Is at the door,
even if those accustomed to the old
ways do not recognize it at this
moment.

250 San Francisco Street.
arate states after the next census and
Urocerv Telephone No. i. Meat Market Telephone No. 40. before the national election of 1912.
to

Santa Fe
MONDAY

No.

DRINKS.

SUMMER

Weather is now warmer. Time to think of cooling drinks.
30c,
Grape Juice, bottle 25c, 30c, 35c and COc. Unfermented Wines, quarts
each
Soda
Quarts,
etc.,
Water,
Ale,
Grape Fruit, Champagne, Ginger
15c, dozen...
Pints, each 10c. dozen
25
Hire's Root Beer, each
10c and 25c
Cherry Phosphate
LUNCH MEATS.
20c
Mackerel In Tomato or Mayonnaise Dressing per can
,
40c
to
and
up
10c,
Sardines,
Imported
35c
and
30c,
25c,
Shrimp and Lobster,
05
Ham.
Etc
Toneue.
npvilprt
J1-0-

121-2c-

MUSHROOMS.
We carry an excellent line of Mushrooms:
15c and 25c per can
Pieces and stems
30c
nnttnns First. Choice, lib. tins
35c
Buttons, Miniatures, lib tins, each
15c
tins
Buttons, Sur Extra Fine,
35c
in
Buttons,
glass jars
Mushrooms are very nice for patties, for serving with veal cutletsfl.:
Mushrooms are very nice for patties, for serving with beafsteak, at beef-leadinners, and for serving with veal cutlets, lamb chops, etc. Often served
with green pess, in connection with meats.
SALADS.
It one is in the habit of serving salads she should have a supply of such
condiments as Terragon vinegar, Worcestershire Sauce, Mint Sauce, Mushroom Catsup, Paprika, Tabasco Sauce, Onion Relish, etc. We carry all such
Items and would be pleased to show them to any one Interested.
It is important to have pure well flavored oliv eoil for salads. We espe
cially recommend our Italian oil which we well In cans at 85c for quarts,
$l.b5 for
gallon, and ?2.75 for gallon.
We also have a pint can of good imported oil which we sell at 30c.
JAVA COFFEE.
Genuine Java Coffees are retailed at all the way from 25c to 50c or more per
pound. The best Java Coffee we have ever sold is Chase & Sanborn's Fancy
Mark Java. We have this in bulk and in lib parchment lined Gray Bags
at 40c per pound. In 51b. cans at $1.90 per can, and In 101b cans at $3.75
"per can. This coffee is blended from the finest selections of Private Estate
.Tavas and will be found very pleasing to lovers of a mild rich flavored blend.
SPECIAL A clean, strong, well flavored Ceylon Tea at 35c per pound...

EADQUARTERS
tot Wedding Caf&a
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Mercantile Stationery
Maaaiactaref

Of

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Fe,

:

:

:

:

New Mextc

IPKANC1SCO

LEVI A. HUGHES.

J

.

DELUADO.

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Insurance and Real Estate
We bave some choice property for

rare bargains for the wealthy.
Office West Side of Plaza,

the person with smalt capital and also
Let us show you our list of property.
:
:
:
:
Santa Fe N. M.

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH

Propfietof.
Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
J.

W.

:

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

W. N. TOWNSEND.

AKERS.

"THE CLUB"

That long, Arizona Is very willing
wait, If It can thus avoid jointure
with New Mexico.
This opposition to jointure on the
Murphy
part of Arizona, Governor
does not ascribe to 111 feeling against
this Territory, but to fundamental obroots
jections, which go to the very
of the principles of self government.
Great Arizona Power.
It goes without saying that Gov
ernor Murphy is a power in Arizona,
that he numbers his friends by tne
hundreds, not only in the neighborMexing Territory, but also in New
ico and at Washington, D. C. That
he will make a spirited campaign
against joint statehood In his own particular bailiwick goes without saying,
and that his fight will have a decided
Influence upon the result is very natural. He is one of the men who
must be reckoned with seriously when
it comes to predicting that Arizona
will by November 6th come over to
the joint statehood side.
At Albuquerque.
Says the Albuquerque Citizen:
N. O. Murphy of Phoenix-Arizonwho arrived in the city yesterday afternoon on private business,
stated before leaving last night for
Las Vegas that he was of the firm
conviction that Arizona would vote
down Joint statehood
by an overwhelming majority.
"'There is no question whatever as
to how Arizona will vote, and if the
people of New Mexico entertain any
doubt on the subject, all they have
to do is to send a committee of their
best citizens in whom they have entire confidence to their sister Territory to find out and report the true
situation," said Mr. Murphy.
"Former Governor Murphy conced
ed that Apache County might give a
majority for statehood, but added that
this was the only county in the Territory that could by any possibility
be Induced to cast a majority vote
for joint statehood.
"Speaking of the growth and devel
opment of Arizona, Mr. Murphy Mat
ed that mining and all industries
were Improving steadily, especially in
the Prescott District, and that he pre'
dieted a brilliant future for that por
tion of the Territory."
At Las Vegas.
According to the Las Vegas dalTy
N. O. Murphy
Optic:
of Arizona, who passed through Las
Vegas today, homeward bound to
Prescott, was interviewed by a representative of The Optic concerning
the statehood question. In response
to the inquiry of the Optic man, Gov
ernor Murphy said:
"I am informed that you in New
Mexico are going to vote for joint
statehood. Well, we are going to
vote it down ten to one out In Arizona. Therefore the vote of New Me
ico will be wasted unless you have
some good reason I don't know anything about. However, that's your
business. I feel this way about it. It
is out of place for me to give advice
or offer suggestions to the people of
New Mexico. We felt that way about
it when Rodey and Chllders came out
to Arizona a few months ago to tell
us what we ought to do.
Should Be Friends.
"I would not say any unkind word
about New Mexico or anything to
upon the people of this Terr!
tory. The two Territories are neigh-borand 'should be friends. Personally I believe that if jointure Is de
feated, separate statehood will come
within a few years. Certainly not later
than the "ext census, which is four
years hence. While I do not expect
my judgment to be taken into con
sideration in New Mexico, It seems
to me that after such a valiant fight
for tepar?te statehood as the people
of your Territory have made, they
could well afford to wait a few years
longer ani get the full benefits to
which they are justly entitled. But,
as I said in the first place, under no
circumstances would I assmue to offer
advice.
"From all the information I can get,
both Territories
are
exceedingly
prosperous and will grow with in
creasing rapidity In the future, and
each Territory Is entitled to a star
in the flag."

GOOD EXAMPLE OF

MODERN METHODS
(Continued from Page One)

The old established line of goods formerly carried at
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
to. Coronado Hotel.

AKERS

&

TOWNSEND, Proprietors.
Ym'II

Have to Hurry!

A lady just from Mexico arrived in
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
she had.
Come quick and get. the
first pick.

THE ORIGINAL
OLD

: CURIO

i STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
San Francisco St
301-30- 3

We Are Headquarters

sortment

for the Best

As-
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CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVAHO INDIAN BLANKETS.

Opals and Turquois
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and Indian Carlo In the United State.

-

were written by the firm and crews
of men put to work on contracts
to clear wreckage. The labor prob
lem was a serious one. As long as
men received three meals a day free
it was difficult to get them to do
the hard and dirty work of clearing
away the piles of debris, even at good
wages, but with the aid of the city
authorities, this problem was partially solved. When it was found
that it took too long to clean bricks
in the salvage from mortar, Mr. Hopkins designed and ordered a machine
built for that purpose. Similarly,
when it was recognized that to cut
by hand the tangled and fused steel
and iron framework that had been
bent aud twisted by the Are, pneumatic chisels and machines were put
to work.
The railroads built their
tracks right up the asphalt streets to
the trestles and bunks being erected
by Reed & Company for the loading
of the salvage on cars. The price of
teams is going up; It is $6 today for
a mule team, by- next week it may be
$10 a day, and Reed & Company have
therefore bought 150 Missouri mules,
none weighing less than 1,100 pounds.
It is but an example of how Ameri
can grit and business methods, backed
by ample capital will overcome diffi
culties and as a consequence
San
Francisco will arise more beautiful
and more prosperous than ever, before. It also shows that the business
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One Night Only

OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Postoffice Established.
postoffice has been established
at Talban, Roosevelt County, to be
served from Tolar, Ave miles and a
half to the east, and Fort Sumner,
twelve miles to the west. Bertha B.
Zellner has been appointed pastmas-ter- .

OLD CARNIVAL GROUNDS
W. I. SWAIN'S $30,000 TENTED PRODUCTION.

tie World."

"Scenic Line of

A

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

;iziirr to

:

.

Articles of Incporporatlon.
The following articles of incorporation have been filed in the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
The Albuquerque Milling Company.
are M. W. Flourney,
Incorporators
John C. La Masters and H. F. Raynolds, all of Albuquerque. The capital stock of the company is $10,000,
divided into 10,000 shares of the par
value of $1 each, the sum of $2,000
has been paid into the treasury, The
principal office is fixed at Albuquerque and John C. La Masters is named
as agent. The term of existence is 50
years and the purpose of the company
is to buy and sell both at wholesale
and Mail whea tand other grains and
to manufacture flour and like products,
The Everness Mining Company. Incorporators are Kit Carson and T. J.I
Connlsh of Orogrande; J. A. Otto of
Ottine, Texas, and C. C. Hampton and
W. A. Eaton of Humble, Kansas. The
capital stock is $250,000, divided into
250,000 shares, par value of $1 each.
The full amount has been subscribed.
The principal office is fixed at Orogrande and Kit Carson is named as
agent. The term of existence is 50
years and the purpose of the company
is to operate and develop the Little
Foster, Elephant and the Surprise
mines, located in Otero County.

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS
Connection at Dnvr with aJD linw East and West
Time as Quick and Rate a Low a Other Lines.

Western Historical Life in
Realty.
AT i.IGHT ONLY, RAIN OR SHINE,
NO DISAPPOINTMENT.
Doors Open at 7 P. M.. Show Begins
at 8 O'clock Sharp.
PRICE OF ADMISSION
REDUCED
FOR THIS DATE ONLY.
Wild

PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Train.
No Tiresome Delays at Any Station.
For I.liiautc4 Advertlwing Matter Information Addfraat
S. K. H00ER, 6. P. and T. k., 0EHVFR, COLORADO,
A. S

BA.HNEY,

r

T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,

LIVE STOCK.

Chicago, June 28. Cattle Receipts
6,000; steady to strong. Beeves, $4.00
6.10; cows and heifers, $1.255.10;
and feeders, $2.604.40;
stockers
Texans, $3.504.30; calves, $4.75
6.25.

15,000;
steady.
SheepReceipts
Sheep, $4.756.40; lambs. 5.757.80.
Kansas City, June 28. Cattle Receipts 8,000; steady. Native steers,
$4.256.00; southern steers, $3.00
4.80; southern cows, $2.003.50; native cows and heifers, $2,005.30;
stockers
and feeders, $2.754.40;
bulls, $2.504.00; calves, $2.505.75;
western fed steers, $3.505.35; westCOURT NEWS.
ern fed cows, $2.504.25, ,
Sheep Receipts 4,000; steady to
Suit to quiet title has been brought weak.
Muttons, $5.006.50; lambs,
in the district court for Rio Arriba
$fi.007.85;
range wethers, $5.25
County by Maria de la Luz Romero 6.50; fed
ewes, $4.755.85.
against J. R. Martinez, et al. Plaintiff
alleges that by inheritance from her
parents, Manuel Romero and Nestora
THE JAW AND THE TEETH.
M. de Romero, she is entitled to
undivided interest in a certain What May
Happen If We Continue
tract of land consisting of fifty varas
lining Sort Food..
and situated in Precinct No. 17, Rio The teetli are
really appendages of
Arriba' Comity, just west of the town the
skin, and not of the skeleton, as
of Las Notritas; another tract of fifty
is
people generally believe. The
varas bounded on the south by the formed In 'ccordance with the jaw
neceslands of Juan Manuel Velasquez, and
sity for providing a hold for the teeth
from there a straight line to the lands that
is, If there were no teeth to come,
of Encenada, on the north by the road the
would grow differently, and
jaw
to Parkview, on the east by the lands would not have Its
present shape. The
of John Manuel Velasquez and on the Jaw Is not an Independent part, as it
west by the lands of Gabriel Velas- would like to be; It has to form itself
quez; another tract of land 100 varas to accommodate tenants with which,
wide, bounded on the north by the di- strictly speaking, it has no ties of kinvide of Los Valles, on the south by dred.
the hogback of Las Notritas, on the
The use of soft foods decreases the
east by the, lands of Juan Martinez, size of the teeth, and tbey will ultiand on the west by the lands of Juan mately disappear, unless we inuke
de Luna; and another tract of land more use of them.
situated east of the town of Las NoAs there does not seem to be any
tritas. The plaintla asks that her likelihood c a change in our habits,
right and title to these lands be as- we must expect to lose them in course
certained and established; that all ad- of time. Then the Jnw will assume
verse claims be set aside and that her probably another shape. Further, the
title be forever quieted.
gums might disappear, for there can
Judge John R. McFle has issued a be no use for them after the disappearfinal decree In the case of B. F. Ad- ance of the teeth.
The loss of the teeth makes the lips
ams, trustee for Mary Finch, beneficiary, vs. Joseph Rutledge et ux., fall in, and brings us near to the Punch
brought in the district court for Santa form of face! We find It impossible to
Fe County. This suit was brought to re- pronounce sounds, such as t, d, sh, ch.
cover on a promissory note and judg- The change of face, so to say, will cerment of $161.37 was found for the tainly lead to a modification of the
plaintiff. The judge further decreed tongue, and this in turn to the Inability
that the plaintiff had first Hen upon a to pronounce other sounds.
tract of land, situated in Santa Fe
Atonlo Dyapepda.
County, and described as follows:
The ultimate cause of atonic dysNorthwest one quarter of section 22,
is constitutional depression. It
township 16 north, range 11 east, pepsia
which land is to be sold within 90 days may be due to overwork, and especialto satisfy the amount of the judgment. ly to prolonged worry. Sometimes the
dyspepsia Is the first manifestation of
tubercular poisoning. Again, there
seems to be an Inherent failure of the
MARKET REPORT,
digestive organs. Once established,
dyspepsia is, in turn, the cause of loss
MONEY AND METALS.
of strength, of mental inertia and visNew York, June 28. Money on call ceral weakness. Some degree of simfirm and higher, 3
per cent. ple anaemia is almost Inevitable. The
Prime mercantile
exciting cause may be an Illness of any
paper,
kind, the excessive use of tea, coffee
Silver, 65
New York, June 28. Copper dull, or other bevernges, the lack of proper
food, some error In habits of eating.
unchanged. Lead quiet, unchanged.
Often It Is not discoverable.
St. Louis, June 28. Spelter $5.90
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UBLISHERS

RINTERS..

v BINDERS ...
Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

;

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK,

5.92

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, June 28. Wheat, July,
82
Sept., 83.
Corn, July, 52
'Sept., 52
Oats, July 39
Sept., 36
Pork, July $17.12
Sept., $16.80.
Lard, July $8.75; Sept., $8.92
Ribs, July $9.32
Sept., $8.25.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, June 28. Wool steady,

Condolatory.

A correspondent of an English paper
tells bow some one visited a wild beast
show and saw a countryman come in

bearing unmistakable signs of having
had a glass too much. A tiger scratched the back f the hand with which the
man grasped a bar of the cage. The
laceration was severe, and the pain
was great. The sufferer danced about
and twirled his sliillalah, crying: "Let
him out! Let him out till I bave me
unchanged.
will av him!" A companion tried to
STOCK MARKET.
soothe the irate dancer, with this neat
Atchison, 89
pfd., 103; N. Y. C,
"Never mind, Pat. Sure,
135
So. Pac, 08; Impromptu:
Penna., 129
tie only wanted to scrape acquaintance
92
U. P., 144
pfd.,
Amalga- wld
ye."
mated Copper, 99
steel, 35
New Mexican advertising pays.
pfd., 102.

Chamberlain's

All classes of blanks are kept on
hand at the offices of the New lexl-raPrinting Company.
n

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy
Almost every family has need
of a reliable remedy for colic or
diarrhea at some time during th

year.
This remedy is recommended
by dealers who have sold it for
many yean and know its value.
It hat received thousands of
testimonials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by phy
ticiana with the most satisfactory
results.
It has often saved life befora
medicine could have been tent for

does the

The Remington Typwriferlasls longest, jo
Remingto'DpeBiJ
.QMickoff. Seomarta & Benedict 327 Broadway. New York,

hs

New Mexican Printing

Company,

Dealers, Santa Fe, N. M.

or a physician tummooad.
It only coitt a quarter. Can
you afford to risk to much for
Hide) BUY IT NOW.

t.

J. M. DIAZ, M
202 Water Street.

Office
1

to

3

p.

Telephone

Pours

Mo.

D.
30.

:

m., except Wednesday

and Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
First cluss accommodations for
limited number of patients.
New operating rooms completely
"equipped with modern instru-

ments. Faradic, galvanic
add static electricity.
Radiographic work.
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
'
Ozone Generator, Etc.

